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Vetera
n Coven
ant profes
sors to retire this May
Veteran
Covenant
professors
By Mark
M ark D. Mountan
M ountan
News
N ew s Editor
E dito r
Dr. Kenneth Austin, Professor
of History, and Mr. Raymond
Dameron will both retire from the
faculty of Covenant College this
year.
Austin began teaching AmeriAmeri
can History at Covenant in the fall
ooff 1972 while simultaneously servserv
ing in the Navy Reserves.
Austin retired from the Navy in
October of 1992, after four years
active duty, and 18 years as aachapchaplain in the Navy Reserves.
While at Covenant, Austin initiiniti
ated the correspondence course
program. He directed the program
until this year when he turned the
position over to Office of Records.
After this year, Austin plans to
spend his free time flying for pleaplea
sure as well as giving instruction.

He has been flying for over ten
years.
Austin is an ordained PCA paspas
tor, and he will continue preaching
as the occasion permits.
Mr. Dameron, who began teachteach
ingatCovenantin1960
ing at Covenant in 1960,,isretiring
is retiring
after 35 years of service.
He has taught German, educa
education classes, Bible, English comcom
position, speech, core courses,
chemistry, and physics. He served
as Dean of Students from 1964 to
1967.
Dameron held the positions of
research chemist and startup engiengi
neer at Dupont Chemicals from
1950-1957. He was drafted during
WWII, and served as a radio opop
erator aboard a B-29 bomber.
At Covenant, Dameron is rere
sponsible for founding The WindWind
bag, the April 1st edition of The
Bagpipe. Other contributions to

Covenant include the Great Scots,
and the well remembered Faculty
Follies.
"For
“For the first year of [my retireretire
ment]
m ent] I'm
I ’m going
going to sle
e p ,”
sleep,"
Dameron said. "The
“The second year
I'm
I’m going to go to the mall to
watch the girls,"
girls,” he continued.
Seriously,Dameronho
Seriously, Dameron hopes
to travel
pestotravel
to China with his wife to serve on
the mission field.
Dameron enjoys woodworking,
and he plans to "read
“read [at least] one
book per week. I haven’t
haven't read a
book in years,"
years,” he said.
He leaves Covenant with a final
H
err Dameron
Herr
word to the com
m unity:
community:
"verwandlunggeschw
indigkeit,"
“verwandlunggeschwindigkeit,”
which means "reaction
“reaction velocity.
That's
That’s the word, that's
that’s the very
word.”
word."
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By Matthew W. Lindley
Associate
Associate News
News Editor
Editor
Financial aid funds ran short for
incoming freshmen following a
move by the administration to cap
spending on financial aid.
The administration set a limit on
financial aid spending that will
allow the financial aid office to
award 21
21%
% of the budget. Funds
were allocated to current students
in packages that were similar to
previous years.
The remaining funds left in the
financial aid budget were then
spent on nextfall'
next fall ’s incoming freshfresh
spenton
man.
finan
258 freshman submitted finanUs
cial aid requests to Covenant. Using the new prioritizing policy, the
first 140 students on the list were
awarded with packages that met
100%
100%oftheirfmancialneed.
of their financial need. With
only a small amount of money
remaining, Bob Harbert, VicePresident of Administration and
Finance, was faced with two opop
stu
tions. He chose to award 118 students with packages that met 60%

of their need rather than continue
awarding packages
that would
would
awarding
packages that
have only given 16 more students
packages meeting 100% of their
need.
Thus, everyone who applied rere
ceived some form of financial aid.
All incoming students that are
members of churches in the Church
Partnership program were autoauto
matically given financial aid pack
packages meeting 100% of their need,
on the basis of their church memmem
bership.
A new policy for the Church
Partnership program will be enen
acted the following year. It will
require that all students given auau
tomatic packages as a benefit of
the partnership program to enter
with a B average from high school.
· It will also set arbitrary stanstan
dardsfortheamountac
dards for the amount a church
must
hurchmust
give to the school to be a part of the
program. For a member from a
church that is a part of
o f the partner
partnership program to receive a $500
grant, churches must currently give
less than six dollars per member to
Covenant. The new standard will
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New financial aid decisions
made; new policy effective
'

Michael Jordan, basketball great
right fielder fo
baseball's
and rl1Jht
forr basebJtt:s
minor lea!Jue
league Birmingham
miJU!r
Ingham Barons,
made his Chattanooga debut last
week. Jordan had one hit and two
stolen bases. BJ[mln¥ham
Birmingham lost
stol!~
lest the
the
first
game to t~
the ChtmanoogJ
Chattanooga
firil:-$,ame.
Lookouts, but won the second.
Covenant students
stude111s attended the
second game fo
sponsor
sefond
forr $1 under spqnsoro f CAB (Photo
(Photo by Krqm~r).
Kramer).
ship of

now require a gift that averages
eight dollars permemberto
per member to be part
of the program.
The new financial aid policy for
minorities was also used for the
incoming freshman. Eight students
were automatically given pack
packages that met 100% of their needs
based on their minority status, al
although some would have been eli
eligible for financial aid based on the
normal criteria, aside from any
racial considerations.

Ken Austin, October 1973.
1§73.

a particular black student,
When aparticular
asked a white student, to go out on
a date, everything seemed fine,
until the girl began finding racist
messages on her answering ma
machine, spouting phrases
phrases· such as
"nigger lover,”
lover," ·and
“nigger
and "oreo."
“oreo.” The
anonymous callers even sang "All
“All
for Jesus”
Jesus" in a mocking tone.
"It was very racist whoever did
“It
it, whether the people were black
white," the girl said. “They
or white,”
"They
called for about two days. [The
call] may be why we never went
out.”
out."
But this is not the only instance
of racism on Covenant's
Covenant’s 92.2%
white campus. Phrases such as
those mentioned and racist jokes
occur fairly consistently, claim
many of Covenant's
Covenant’s black stustu
dents.
However, some members of
Covenant's
Covenant’s white majority deny
the existence of racism.
"I
“I wouldn't
wouldn’t say there’s
there's racism
on campus, but
butlI would say there is
prejudice," one white student told
prejudice,”
The Bagpipe.
"I wouldn’t
wouldn't say there is racism,
“I
not towards the black people on
campus, at least,"
least,” said another.
_Most white students were an
an-

gered by the articles and chapel
addresses delivered by J.C. Upton,
former
form
er Director
D ire c to r of
of M
ultiMulticulturalism, now a member of
Covenant's Education D
Covenant’s
epart
Department, on the topic of racism.
"I
“I think he [Upton] advocates
diversity to the point that it almost
promotes racism. He sees aspects
in whites who don’t
don't know much
about black culture as being rac
racist,,” one student said. "The
“The way
ist,,"
he portrays himself turns off whites
who may otherwise be interested,”
interested,"
she continued.
Upton’s
Upton's definition of institu
institutional racism ("prejudice
(“prejudice plus
power") has been the main thrust
power”)
of his discussions and writings,
and, although he is not sure if the
way he entered the arena with the
issue was the best one possible, he
is still glad he did.
"I
“I think the discussion has been
good. A lot has been dealt w
ith...
with
...
and we’re
we're definitely on the road to
racial reconciliation,”
reconciliation," Upton said.
"I'm
“I ’m just going to do things a little
bit differently next year, I think.”
think."
Many of the black minority at
Covenant are thankful for Upton
’s
Upton's
contributions to the issue, as well
as that of Rev. Reggie Williams,
who also spoke in chapel earlier
See Racism Page 3
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On the minority financial aid .d
ebate
debate
Since The Bagpipe’s
Bagpipe's recent report on the
new financial aid policy, much discourse
has taken place. There are many against the
new policy, both from a philosophical and
practical standpoint.
Philosophically speaking, most Covenant
students, faculty and parents are conservaconserva
tive politically, and the policy resembles a
socialistic system, similar to the federal
welfare and affirmative action programs,
the antithesis to conservative political ideide
als. The opinions against this sort of pro
program are especially intense at this point in
time, with a, shall we say, less-than-conservati
ve president in the White House
servative
big-government, socialistic
with similar big-govemment,
'
leanings.
Practically speaking, a lot of students are
worried about money. It costs a fantastic
amount of money to attend here, and many
have already sacrificed financially a great
deal already. With the new policy, it seems
that some white students, who have either
genuine need (meriting need-based grants)
or high academic achievements (meriting
scholarships), will be bumped out of eligi
eligibility for monetary support by AfricanAmerican students, who will receive the
money entirely on the basis of their skin
color.
However, it is my opinion that, while I
don't
don’t support all aspects of the new policy,
there are some problems with the criticism
of it.
ofit.
The conservative philosophical mindset
is founded on justice. Conservatives concon
sider it legal theft on the federal level when
their money is taken through taxes and
given away to the poor, many of whom are
lazy, refuse to better themselves, and be
become dependent on the inefficient, and
poorly managed program. My sentiments
are with this kind of thinking, mainly be
because I think the government cannot, by its
large, complicated nature, do anything right
in the area of social programs.
However, to compare failed federal soso
cial programs to Covenant is logically
flawed.Covenantisnotthefederalgovernflawed.
Covenant is not the federal govern
ment. We are a small educational institu
institution, and not just any educational instituinstitu
Presbytion, but the official college of the Presby
terian Church in America.
For years Christian conservatives have
been saying that the church should take
care of the poor, the disadvantaged, and the
careofthe
oppressed. The majority of PCA churches
have done a woeful job of reaching out to
the African-American community, and an

even poorer job of seeking unity with the demics in past editorials, so I’ll
I'll let that
black churches in the United States.
issue rest. The African-American problem
Then, when those churches support po
po- springs partly from the fact that the PCA
litical policies and candidates with which takes little initiative to minister to the Afriwe disagree;
disagree, we cry betrayal, insisting_
insisting that can-American community. However, this
they don’t
don't have a reformed understanding should not ·stop
stop Covenant College. There
of the Scriptures and their application to are many wonderful, biblical ministries
life.
(Mendenhall, Voice of Calvary, Sandtown,
Covenant is the place to gain a reformed New City, to name a few) who could sup
supunderstanding of the world. It seems to me ply Covenant with many bright, serious,
that it is perfectly within Covenant’s
would
Covenant's mis
mis- . and talented African-Americans who would
sion and purpose to try to attract Christian attend Covenant with enough financial sup
supAfrican-American students, to accomplish port. If we would take more initiative, we
the goals of diversity, ministry to the poor, could find those African-Americans who
and unity of the church of Christ. Every meet the spiritual and academic standards
African-American accepted into the school of the college.
will accomplish a little bit towards one of
The students of Covenant must never
those three goals.
forget that they are part of a ministry, not
.
On the other hand, the arguments from just a college. It preaches and teaches re
rethe practical standpoint have some valid formed theology and perspective because
points, and I think Joey Wells' article in the we believe that we are going to change the
Politics/Opinion section spells them out world, using the tools we gain from our
clearly. Some needy white students will be education here. Minority aid is one way in
bumped out of eligibility for financial aid which the
th.e college hopes to ultimately
to make room for minorities, whether they change some very important parts of
of our
are needy or not.
country and the world.
This is a tight bind for the administraadministra
tion, who is tryin~
trying% accomplish
accomplish several
closeMy life closed twice before its close—
ministry objectives at once. Lack of funds
It yet remains to see
from other sources has forced them to
IIff Immortality unveil
choose between ministry opportunities.
A third event to me
And this brings me to my greatest concon
cern. From my perspective, which is lim
limSo huge, so hopeless to conceive
ited, I admit, the weakest areas in the adad
As these that twice befell.
ministration are church relations and stustu
Parting is all we know ooff heaven,
dent recruiting.
And
And all we need ooff hell. Church support for the college has been
rising over the years, but only at a slow
Emily Dickinson was pondering death in
pace. We cannot hope to carry out the 1884, and the more I experience smaller
ministries of the church in the educational deaths, the more I understand how extraor
extraorenvironment without more funding from dinary her insight was.
the churches themselves. There should be
I’ve had four wonderful years here, and
I've
a PCA minority sponsorship program which this final year was made especially sweet
aPCAminority
by the success of The Bagpipe. To God be
would work through Covenant.
aggres all the glory.
Someone needs to become more aggresNow I’m
sive and convincing in relations with our
I'm experiencng a small death; a
of the page; amoving on. Dickinson
churches. We have tremendous potential turning
tumingofthepage;amovingon.Dickinson
for ministry, and the churches don’t
don't seem was right. Parting is both heaven and hell.
Thank
you, readers, writers,
and staff for
to realize this. I've
I’ve been to many PCA
Thankyou,readers,
writers,andstafffor
churches throughout the country and I can your hard work and support. Thank you
tell you first-hand that very few of the Student Senate for making the Bagpipe
members in these churches understand possible. It’s
It's been a good year.
God bless
Covenant or its mission (many have never
bless· this school. I shall miss you
even heard oofit).
f it).
all.
~ /
~
*"■
—
Student recruiting is suffering in many
\'--- ~~· f
~ .¥1£----ways, but the two biggest deficiencies are
in seeking out the serious, academic-minded /
:
student, and the students from the African- ·
I ’ve dealt with acaaca
American community. I've
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All -CalllpUS colllputer
All-campus
computer network in future
a much faster, more modem computer sys
system.
The new Windows lab will be in Barnes
o f the SciSci
cen . PE Center until the completion of
Covenant plans to install two new cenbuilding,
which
time
will
be
ence
at
it
tral mainframe computers which have the
of
moved
into
the
computer
science
section
capacity of handling a complete campus
also
that
building.
A
new
Macintosh
lab
is
network.
Over the summer, the central computer a possibility at that time.
The new central computers will be caca
in the college system will be replaced,
along with many other improvements, pable of handling much more information
the
which will include a new Windows lab, without the slow response time that .the
current computer has been known for.
for.
similar to the lab in Sanderson Hall.
sjmilar
Hall:
The purchase of new and bigger comput
computDoug Sizemore, Professor of Computer
Science, has been working on a plan that ers is the first step in a plan to create a
will provide a much improved computer network that would connect all offices,
dorm rooms and the library. The final step
system.
creating the network would
to wire all
wouk! be io
A few years ago, Sizemore initiated a in creatin_g
rooms
with
computer
and
the
dorm
outlets
course of action to replace and upgrade
many of the components of the computer to purchase the hardware needed for the
to the central computers.
equip connection to
system. The initial bid for the new equipHarbert said
~aid that this process will be
ment was over $500,000, but Sizemore
was able to make a few cut-backs and to quite expensive but said that it might be
feasible to have the network established
feStablished in
talk the supplier down to $273,000. '
three
years.
The
computer
network
about
The improvements include two central
will
probably
be
the
things
one
of
first
computers, a new Windows lab, and other
requested
in
a
capital
campaign.
miscellaneous equipment that will provide

By Matthew W. Lindley
Associate News Editor

Students will be able to tap into informa
information from the library and obtain informa
information from other offices, such as Career
Development. The system would virtually
eliminate the need for inter-office mail (if
everyone has a computer, of course).
course).
Memos and papers could be sent to an
individual or to the whole student body
through the system.
The progression towards a computer
network started in the fall of ’90
'90 when Dr.
Dick Allen, Dean of Experiential Studies,
was the Vice-President of Institutional
Advancement. Allen proposed that Cov
Covenant had great potential to become one of
the first institutions to use a computer net
network, making conventional use of
of paper
obsolete.
In 1990, Dale Lee, Physical Plant Direc
Director, projected that the networking of the
dorms would take place
place around
around the
groundbreaking of the science building.
This is now highly unlikely, but, according
to Harbert’s
Harbert's estimate, a new network might
be a reality around the time of the comple
completion of the building in the fall of ’96.
'96.
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Covenant's
Covenant’s future; the proposed master plan
By Matthew
M atthew W. Lindley
L indley
Associate
A ssociate News
New s Editor
E ditor

NEW S T U D E N T APTS.
F IS H IN G D O C K

The Master Plan committee of
o f Covenant
SIDEW ALK/ JO G G IN G P A TH
College met recently to discuss the possipossi
bility and logistics of a new residence hall,
and to determine what changes need to be
/•.
.
R ELO C A TE D FIRE
made to the existing master plan. Plans are
> S T A T IO N
being made to determine what buildings M A IN TA IN E X I S T I N G ' - ^
and renovations will be started or funded in P LA Y IN G FIELDS,
the next five years.
Over the past five years, several building
, .
....
projects have been completed or have rere
ceived the funding to proceed with concon
A
/ ;—
- / f u t u r e tT eEnN N IS C O U R TS
struction.
struction . Substantial renovations to Carter
f
2 i n d o o r , 4 O U TD O O R
Hall have been made. Founders Hall is
complete with the addition of Schmidt and
F U TU R E SOCCER
2 INTRAMURAL
IN TR A M U R A L ll''IELDS
HELDS
P R A C TIC E FIELD
Rayburn Halls. In addition, the new scisci
ence building has received funding for
SMALL
S M ALL CONVENIENCE/
CO N VENIEN CE/
MAINTENANCE
RETAIL
R E TA IL STORES
S TO R ES
M A IN TE N A N C E FACILITY
F A C IL IT Y
constructiol)
construction next fall. The only goal that
(2 FLOORS)
F LO O R S )
was not realized was the plan to build new
\
FUTURE
F U TU R E STUDENT
STU D EN T
tennis courts.
RESIDENCIES
R ESIDENCIES
.ACCESS
ACCESS TO
TO
No definite plans have been made for
SC IEN C E BLDG.
FIELD HOUSE
HOUSE
~/:- - •:-\ ------ --......._
(3 FLO O R S )
future additions as of now. Bob Harbert,
,::::--Vice-President of Finance arid
and AdminisAdminis
BARNES r
1
tration, said that if funding is possible he :::::
C E N TE R H * 0 " !
i r•
1
CARTER HALL
I
I
I ■
/ 111=,=,.=
would like to see several new projects ~
I_;
••,"".""',=.,lj,
.
I' j
S*.’
j 17'MMMS
EXPANSION
started in the next five years.
~-~
In Harbert's
,-;;.;;;;as_=:.sai.
Harbert’s opinion, the committee will
move to build one or two new residence _ _ = } ' · · ,. . ~ • ~• ..
halls. He also thinks that the school will - ~ J :: •-~~,_
build
buil~ a new tennis facility consisting of ~
two mdoor
·
indoor and four outdoor courts. PosPos : ~ i' ·
sible other improvements will be a massive O o 0 a, o _· -. -..
00
0i
reno
addition to Barnes Gym and further reno00

SOUTH CAMPUS

r

F U TU R E R E T R E A T C EN TER

J::07 _,,-:_., )~

= .-· ·;
j

?L:-:

f'

0

.

vations on Carter.
vat10ns
The addition to Barnes gym is tentatenta
lively
tively planned be a 75,000 square foot fielJ
fielU
house. Plans include a new
n~w gym, indoor
racquetball
pool, track, weightfacility,
weight facility, and
andracquetball

NORTII CAMPUS
NORTH

N EW EN TR A N C E
PLAZA

°
0

NEW
r.i
. .,.__.. , ..~er-✓,,,.~.,.,
NEW SOUTH
SO U TH
E N TR Y GATES/
Q\
ENTRY
S E C U R ITY GUARD
GUARD
SECURITY
RESIDENCE HAL
(3 FLOORS)
FLO O R S)
13

courts.

It should be noted that all plans are
subject to change over time.

Summer plans
Construction of the science building begins with Tucker Hall's demolition and re
routing of the service road behind Founders complex and Carter.
A new roof installed on the south end of Carter Hall over the Tuck Shoppe.
Kitchen^ will be installed on each floor of Bel/. Hall, equipped with sinks, refrigera
tors, microwave;,, stoves and ovens.
Construction of the new soccer field in conjunction with the drip irrigation waste
management system. A system of underground drip lines will route treated waste water
under the field. —Compiled by Mark D. Mountan

PULL OFF VISITOR
PARKING

VISITORS
CENTER

VISITOR PARKING
DROP-OFF

Racism: the tensions and proposed solutions Jrompage
from page 1
Racisin:
this year.
Tonita Cagnolatti, a black student, agrees
“racial tensions
with Upton that there are "racial
involved in moving toward reconciliation,”
reconciliation,"
and to an extent these can be expected.
However, the racist acts, according to
“a lack of sensitivsensitiv
Cagnolatti, are simply "a
ity, and there needs to be sensitivity in
reconciliation.”
order to come to reconciliation."
While there are racist acts on campus,
con
the acts themselves are not the main concern of the black students interviewed by
The Bagpipe. Generally, these students feel
that whites need to be more open to recogrecog
Cov
nizing racism, and that it exists at Covenant.
I think a lot of people [whites] are acting
issue,” said
very childish about the whole issue,"
Francisco West, another black student.
Joe Casby, also black, asked the question
“if the white people really don't
don’t have a
"if
problem with racism, then why do they get
upset every time somebody talks about it?
don’t have a problem, then good for
If you don't
you, so there is no need to get upset.”
upset."
Casby went on to say that in order for
“people
reconciliation to really take hold, "people
have to quit getting mad and complaining
about the situation. People need to quit
being so scared, and if they have a problem

then they need to go up to a black student
and say 'hey,
‘hey, can you help me work on this'
this’
because were all brothers and sisters in
Christ."
Christ.”
“A lot of the racism is subtle beating
"A
you’re
around the bush to find out how you're
react,” noted Vikki Nailing, a
going to react,"
black senior.
Nailing explained that many of the white
students are interested to see how sensitive
a particular black student may be about the
“say words and phrases here
issue, so they "say
. . . and to me that's
that’s very malimali
and there ...
cious.” She concluded that it is “hard
cious."
"hard to
know who to trust sometimes, because you
don’t know who is only tolerating you, and
don't
cares.” Nailing also agrees that
who really cares."
the discussions generated by Upton have
been "very
“very beneficial in working toward
reconciliation.”
reconciliation."
The black students at Covenant are 36%
of the minority total. The minority includes
several international students as well. The
B a g p ip e interviewed
in terv iew ed members
m em bers of
of
Bagpipe
Covenant’s international minority, and
Covenant's
found that while there are a few racist
comments made toward them, most of the
tension is cultural, corning
coming from not having
lived a lifetime in America.
Masaji Nakayama, a Japanese student

who has only lived in the states for a year
“I have experienced cultural
explained that "I
[differences], but not skin color. Racism is
only black and white, at least what I know.
People usually do not talk about Asians or
don’t know why that is."
is.”
yellows, I don't
Yonas Alemayehu, an international stustu
dent, commented on the issue saying that,
“[White] people look at me as one of them,
"[White]
because they think I'm
I’m not black; they see
Ethio
me as an international [student] from Ethio‘hey, you're
you’re not
pia. Sometimes they say, 'hey,
b lack...
you’re not one of them."'
them.’”
.. . you're
black
Sila Tuju, also from Africa agreed that
“the white students treat me differently
"the
than they do the African-Americans, even
black."
though I'm
I’m black.”
The racial tensions and actions are not
reputa
strong enough to give Covenant the reputation of discouraging minorities from enen
rolling in the college in an effort to promote
“elitist white community;"
community;” a tag which
an "elitist
col
has been placed on several Christian colleges, particularly in the South.
Covenant’s adoption of a new financial
Covenant's
aid policy, which gives minorities 25% of
their financial need in loans and 75% in
grants, has attempted to take just the oppooppo
site attitude.
Many white students agree that more

minorities would be a good thing, but are
very concerned that the policy is unjust
towards needy white students, who will
receive only 50% grants and 50% loans.
Some white students will not be able to
receive financial aid at all as a result of the
new policy, which guarantees minorities
priority in receiving aid.
In a recent letter to The Bagpipe, Frank
Brock, President of the college, stated that
Covenant’s students are educated in a
if Covenant's
environment, then "all
“all [the]
multicultural envirnnment,
students will be better prepared to serve in
a multicultural world."
world.”
Brock is not the only one who holds to
Covenant’s
this view, along with him are Covenant's
administration, the Board of Trustees, and
many of the faculty, staff, and students.
“He [Brock] is right on, we've
we’ve got to
"He
we’re going to get
have more minorities if we're
rac
though our personal problems with racism,” said Casby.
ism,"
“If people could get their act together in
"If
their own backyard, here at Covenant, then
theirown
we could be a whole lot more effective in
wo*-ld,” said Nailing. "For
“For example, if
the world,"
the people who are education majors here
would get their act together with the black
wouldn’t have a
people here, maybe they wouldn't
See Racism, Page 5
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Self in Society controversy has double roots
By Aaron Larsen
Staff Writer

Lately there has been a fair amount of
talk about the Self in Society class and
why it has been so controversial on camcam 
p u s. T
h ro u g h re
re-Through
pus.
search into the planw! " P
* ning of the class and
f ■' *
c o n v e rs a tio n w
ith
with
conversation
students and professors about it, I see the
criticism
criticism as bringing
problemss with
to light two different problem
things here at Covenant. The first is
a problem ooff the students and the
more a_
second more ooff the professors, though
both are connected.
don’t
The first problem is that students don't
have the right idea of what a college
numerI ’ve heard numer
education should be. I've
ous students say that they don't
d on’t like the
class because "the
“the professors aren't
aren’t exex
perts in that field"
field” or because the teacher
what
"won't tell us w
“won’t
hat the right answers
are.”
are." I think that this attitude displays a
m isunderstanding ooff the
fundamental misunderstanding
purpose ooff the course.
M
ost students'
students’ high school experiexperi
Most
o f an environment
environm ent in
ence consisted of
which the teacher asked them to absorb
reinformation for the sole purpose of
o f re
gurgitating it on the test. W
hile some
While
college classes require this sort of thing
isn't
to a certain degree, m
uch of college isn’t
much

like that, or at least shouldn't
shouldn’t be. Self in
toSociety is intended to get the student to"
him/herself
think for him
/herself about what people
are and how they should interact with
memoothers, rather than simply to give memo
rized, pat answers.
answers.
Given this kind ooff goal, its OK if the
isn’t an expert in all of the
professor isn't
fields that are involved in the Self in
im 
Society series. Indeed, it would be impossible to find men who are experts in
psychology, sociology, politics, economeconom
. ics, and the environment. Yet, these are
Chrisall
al1 areas, that we as responsible Chris
tians need to be able to deal with, at least
on some basic level. Thus, we need to be
able to apply the principles ooff a Biblical
areas.
anthropology to all ooff these areas.
im-
Given this goal, it is also vitally im
portant for the students to read the m
ate
material for themselves. One of the most
o f the teachers is
common frustrations of
don't read the
that the students simply don’t
material. This perception has been borne
Discusout by my talks with students. Discus
don't work if the
sion classes simply don’t
students .aren't
aren’t sufficiently motivated to
theoWhile
hile it is theo
do their own reading. W
wouldn’t
retically possible that students wouldn't
m uch even if they did read the
gain much
material, the best way to guarantee that
on’t benefit is for them not to read
won't
they w
doesn’t mean that evev
the material. That doesn't
eryone will agree with the author of the
assigned reading, but we can often learn

even more by studying books with which
we disagree.
disagree.
an
Since Covenant obviously cannot anticipate, much less prepare us for, all of
the life situations with which we will
have to deal in a distinctively Christian
way, its goal is to give us the basis for
thinking about these situations. In that
way it helps prepare us to do this sort of
thing for ourselves. If the teachers merely
gave us pat answers to all the questions
raised, it would merely stunt our spirispiri
tual and intellectual growth.
growth.
prob
This brings me to the second problem. The students'
students’ objections don't
don’t come
only from a frustration over teaching
o f the stustu
methods. I think that much of
dents’
accu
dents' frustration arises from an accuhasn't
rate perception that there just hasn
’t been
enough articulate discussion concerning
the nature and implications
im plications of a Biblical
understandanthropology, a reformed understand
ing
i-ng ooff what it means to be human, and
· what this implies for how we ought to
look at different social disciplines.
aren’t quite able to
Though the students aren't
put their finger on the problem, they
intuitively sense a philosophical gap in
the series.
I think that, in part, this stems from
com 
the fact that, within the Christian community, there is too little cross-discicross-disci
plinary study of the nature of "human“human
disciness" between the "perspectival
ness”
“perspectival disci
plines" ooff Biblical Studies, theology and
plines”

philosophy, and the social sciences. In
fact, I don't
don’t know of
o f anyone at the colcol
lege right now who is cross-trained in
theology and one of the social sciences
and uses that as a means of integrating
what both general revelation and special
revelation have to say about the nature
o f humanity.
of
T
hat’s not to say that there aren't
aren’t
That's
people here who are really trying to fill
in this gap and apply Biblical principles
to the social sciences. In particular, comcom
ing out ooff my own experience as a stustu
dent here, I want to applaud Dr. Graham
apfor his effort to uncompromisingly ap
ply a reformed anthropology to educaeduca
tion. I think that the problems that we
saw with this new course should tell us
that we need to do still more to bring this
o f vision about. I think that this
sort of
course series has been quite good for
Covenant, in that it has shown us that we
have several weaknesses in our attempt
to "integrate
“integrate faith and discipline.”
discipline." Now
that we have been made aware ooff these,
we can seek to remedy the situation.
discusThe solution lies in further discus
sion. As discussion of anthropological
issues increases, so will the cross-pollination between disciplines so essential
to a successful, integrated curriculum
which, in turn, is essential for imparting
a holistic vision of life to our students.

Let’s get out of the Balkans
Remember Somalia? Let's
By Bill Rice
Pol./Op.
Pol./Op. Editor
As things in Bosnia-Herzegovina concon
tinue to heat up, the U.N. will have to
escalate its activities and aggression levlev
els accordingly, or
decide to back off and
le
th e S
e rb s and
and
Serbs
lett the
M uslims fight it out.
Muslims
Unfortunately, the
stage is set perfectly
o f gradual
for the sort of
escalation that inevitably leads not only
to the loss of m
ore lives than necessary,
more
but failure to accomplish
accom plish anything posi
positive. There is increasing Serb agitation,
coupled with the U.N.'s
U .N .’s increasing w
ill
willingness to resort to military
m ilitary responses.
The Serbs are currently restricting
the movement
m ovement of over 150 U.N. soldiers
ith the chances of a
with
and observers, w
violent confrontation becom
ing greater
becoming
every day, and the U.N. using air power
to protect forces which are put in harm's
harm ’s
way, as they were in Gorazde.
seem s that we are perilously close
It seems
legiti
to using our ground forces only to legitimize air attacks against the Serbs, say
say“go stand over there so that some
someing "go
thing will happen which will endanger
you and we will be justified in using
you.” Using ground
force to protect you."
forces as bait is bad policy.
If a decision is made to rem
ain in the
remain
If
area at all, the U.N., or the U.S., needs to
ore-or-less
more-or-less
decide whether to remain m
neutral peace-keepers or to actively seek
to destroy the Serb threat and equalize
the imbalance of power in the area.
“neutrals,” our
As it is, though we are "neutrals,"
M us
sympathies seem to lie with the Muslims, but our regional sanctions hurt them
more than the Serbs, who are well-supwell-sup
plied by the Yugoslav Army, which rere
rivceives supplies overland or through riv
ers despite our sea blockade. The MusMus

am
lims are the ones without weapons, amm unition, and fuel with which they could
munition,
oppos
fight, while those we are closer to opposing don't
don’t suffer at all.
The only way to make the neutral
peace-keeper option work is for the U.N.
U .N.
forces to become extremely large, wellequipped, and aggressive. They will have
to establish, by force if necessary, a
demarcation line separating the fighting
appro
forces and placing borders where appropriate, which would be well-defended
against aggression from either side.
Many lives would be lost in an atat
tempt to execute such a plan against such
irregular forces in such rugged terrain,
where many ooff the amazing technologi
technological advantages enjoyed by Desert
D esert Storm
forces will be lost. This is not a situation
in which air superiority will mean much
o f anything. Such a move could quickly
of
degenerate into intense infantry fighting
in the wooded mountains, or, worse yet,
guerrilla warfare throughout pacified
sectors. The effort would be enormous,
the cost, both in lives and dollars, even
bigger.
sup
Another option would be open supuslims, the real or per
perMuslims,
port of the M
ceived victims of Serb aggression. This
would enable us to give material aid
without committing our own forces to
such a nebulous cause as "peacekeep“peacekeep
ing."
ing.”
mili“Peacekeeping” is not a realistic m
ili
"Peacekeeping"
tary goal. Soldiers are not trained to
keep peace. They are trained to fight. By
attempting to keep the peace, soldiers
necessarily loose several tremendously
important advantages: surprise (they can
only respond, not initiate), initiative
com(again, we cannot provoke), and the com
one’s enemy is.
fort of knowing who one's
Lives are inevitably lost simply because
one cannot fight until attacked. An outout
right alliance, or at least an aggressive
establishm ent of
o f strong borders would
establishment

-

be far better than the piecem
eal buildup
piecemeal
w
ithout a militarily-achievable
m ilitarily-achievable goal
without
now.
which is happening now.
The other option is total withdrawal,
which is attractive for several reasons. It
is attractive because these groups have
been fighting for a long time, and will
probably continue to do so the minute
situ
any peace-keepers left, because the situation is very likely un-solvable by any
other method but a full-scale invasion
follow ed by establishmentofa
establishment of a U.N.-run
followed
m
ilitary government.
military
However, the historically-strategic
im portance of
o f the Balkans seems to arar
importance
gue against throwing the region to the
wolves. Perhaps a massive NATO air
and ground offensive is in order.
W
hile the options are considered, we
While
m ust be certain that we do not commit
must
any more forces to this region before we
have established a clear-cut and achievachiev
able objective and decided to use the
overwhelm ing force, and suffer the inoverwhelming
e v ita b ly -g re a t losses,
lo sses, nnecessary
ecessary to
evitably-great
achieve it.
W
ust determine if the news-covmust
Wee m
erage is truly objective. Obviously, the
M uslims are fighting too, albeit for dede
Muslims
fense of their homeland, but how often
do we see footage of Muslim soldiers
shooting Serbs? It seems that they are
being portrayed as defenseless victims,
which is not wholly inaccurate, but is
m isleading.
misleading.
To what extent are stories of Serb
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atrocities substantiated? Before any war,
there is · a vigorous campaign
cam paign which
m
akes the perceived enemy out to be a
makes
butcher—
as Kaiser W
ilhelm ’s Germany,
Wilhelm's
butcher-as
which was no worse than any other na
nation at war in that age, was portrayed.
Yes, they occasionally shell a city, but it
seems that action is part of a military
offensive against that city. The Allied
fire-bom bing of Dresden in W
W II killed
WWII
fire-bombing
estim ated 150,000 civilians in several
an estimated
days— and we don't
don’t often paint ourselves
days-and
as butchers, but Serb artillerymen, who
kill perhaps several civilians a day, are
portrayed as the w
orst villains since
worst
H itler’s brownshirts.
Hitler's
I am not saying that the Serbs are not
ust exerexer
must
guilty ooff wrongdoing, but we m
cise extreme
extrem e caution before allying with
one side or naming someone the villain.
I have read a report of a Muslim sniper
killing an elderly civilian Serb-you
Serb— you
w
on’t see that in the network news.
won't
W
ould the Muslims
M uslims be behaving any
Would
better than the Serbs if they had the arms
defense
and the Serbs were virtually defenseless?
one’s forces to a cause is
Committing one's
a terribly serious matter, and we are all
too apt to see some·horrifying
some horrifying TV footfoot
age and urge that something, anything,
m
ust be done. However, it is often better
must
nything”
"Anything"
to do nothing than anything. “A
often costs many lives and, in the end,
'nothing"
accomplishes little more than '-“nothing”
would have.
have. Remember Somalia?
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The deceptive, deadly cancer of legalized gambling
By Karissa Case
Staff Writer
In many states around the country,
the issue of
o f gambling is being debated
by state legislatures. Throughout the
nation, Approval is
cabeing sought for ca
sinos and other forms
o f legal gambling,
gam bling,
of
inand our society is in
creasingly becoming
more tolerant of gamgam
bling.
For instance, 18 states have legalized
gambling in casinos and 36 states run
ppublic
ublic lo
tte rie s. Jo
u rn a list Stephen
S tephen
Journalist
lotteries.
“The transformation
transform ation of
Simurda says, "The
A
m erica into a gambling-society
gambling society was, of
America
course, greatly accelerated by years of
com pelling cities and
federal cutbacks, compelling
states to generate more revenue at a time
when few politicians
daree to prescribe
politicians. dar_
an oold-fashioned
ld-fashioned formu\~
form ula ..—
raising
- raising
taxes. So state legislators, ·mayors, and
governors are often quite receptive to
conwho set out to con
gambling prom
oters..
....who
promoters
vince com
m unities that casino gambling
communities
their
w
ill pprovide
ro v id e a big bboost
o o st to th
e ir
will
economy.” W
ho can blame them? AmeriAmeri
Who
economy."
cans spent $30 billion on legal gambling
last year alone.
Hampshire
am pshire
Thirty years ago, New H
started the first state lottery. Since that

time, the opponents of gambling have
been predominantly from the religious
sect. Moral arguments from the Bible
have ceased to have a lot of influence on
voting legislatures. But Christians have
now been joined
joined a growing group of
econoincluding professional econo
allies, including
mists, sociologists, psychologists and
others to try to turn the tide against
gambling and to persuade audiences of
its negative side effects.
inevitably
F
irst, casino proposals inevitably
First,
prom
ise lots ooff jobs and tax money, but
promise
profesa recent report by urban planning profes
sor Robert Goodman shows that newly
“suck money out of the
opened casinos "suck
local economy"
econom y” and away from the other
restauentertainm
ent industries, such as restau
entertainment
rants, movie,
m ovie, theaters and shopping
shopping
If m
ost of
o f the gamblers are local,
most
malls. If
the dollars being spent at the c~sinos
casinos are
dollars that are not being spent on the
invarirest ooff the local economy, which invari
ably hurts local businesses.
Second, states begin to rely on their
anlottery/gam
bling revenues and often an
lottery/gambling
ticipate the revenue when doing their
financial planning for the year. This can
pose problems if competition opens up
in neighboring states, causing the gamgam
bling gross intake to decline, and leavleav
ing
e dependent
d e p e n d e n t state
s ta te economy
ec o n o m y
the
ing th
stranded.
im-
States frequently overestim
ate the im
overestimate

pact ooff gambling revenues and assume
much
they will receive m
uch more money than
they actually will. US News and World
Report give the case in point of New
alone acac
Jersey, where horse racing alon·e
counted for about 10 percent of state
revenue in the 1950's.
1950’s. Today, despite
the addition ooff a lottery and 12 casinos,
revthe state earns only 6 percent of its rev
enue through gambling.
Third, gambling promoters tout the
generation ooff skilled and high-paying
jobs, but often contribute to unem
ploy
unemployment, because if the amount ooff expendexpend
ex
able income that is spent at casinos exenter
ceeds that which is given to local enteractu
prises, area businesses often fail, actually causing unem
ploym ent to rise.
unemployment
The pay is also not always what it is
cracked up to be either. The New Jersey
Casino Control Commission reports that
only 35 percent of all casino workers
make more than $25,000. When casinos
throw out figures such as an average
con
salary exceeding $30,000, they are con“forgetting” to add that this
veniently "forgetting"
“average” salary includes the salaries of
"average"
the owners, which generally exceeds $3
million.
step
Finally, many sociologists are stepping out and saying that gambling hurts
the poor, and can also lead to a rise in
crime. In World magazine Roy Maynard
tells of a Duke University report which

“lotteries and other forms of
found that "lotteries
gambling appeal to and affect those who
can afford it least. Big jackpots and the
promise of easy income lure people who
before."
have never gambled before.”
If a great percentage of money is lost,
If
this inevitably affects the poorer classes
more. This can lead to the problem of
crime. Gamblers who lose too much in
the casinos are often likely to try to make
up their losses by stealing from employemploy
ers or institutions. Or, if this option is
not readily available, people will turn to
pawn shops to replace the money they
have lost.
The rate in serious crime, such as drunk
driving, has also risen. Tunica county in
M
ississippi reports that arrests for drunk
Mississippi
driving have increased 500 percent since
the first casino opened about 10 years
ago. In Deadwood South Dakota, child
abuse has risen 42 percent and other
serious crimes 75 percent in the past 8
years since the installation of their first
casino.
odern politics, the arguments
modern
In m
against gambling are coming from all
professions and from all political and
facreligious orientations. The religious fac
tion is no longer alone in arguing against
this crippling institution.

Problems with i01ple01en
implementation
tation of financial aid policy
Problents
thoroughly planned and organized with
m
ost all the details and variables covcov
most
ered. Was it worth implementing the
like to express my concern new policy this year, in a somewhat
woufd 1ike
I would
proabout the new financial aid policy that disorganized way, just to get the pro
gram
going?
has been implemented
im plem ented for next year’s
year's
I realize that the new policy is more
freshm
en. I realize
realize
freshmen.
that this new policy equitable than it has been in that the
erly set aside solely for
will not directly afaf money form
formerly
e because I am , blacks is now available to all minorities.
me
fect m
a returning student This brings me to my main point of
hat defines a minority? It
What
and am still under the contention. W
old policy, but this is my understanding that this year the
mean that I should not be concon Federal definition ooff a minority was used
does not meari
indi and I don’t
don't think this fits with the policy.
cerned. The policy does affect me indiThe Federal definition falls along ra
rarectly because I will be a student here
cial
lines
only
and
to
consider
the
fails
when it is implemented,
im plem ented, and will witness
If a
many of
o f the changes it brings.
goal Covenant is seeking: culture. If
The big issue is whether or not the new · white male grew up in the inner city
policy is right and beneficial for the where he is a minority would he be
inority under the new
minority
school— the way it is being carried out. considered a m
school-the
If someone has a distant Native
W
hat the new policy is trying to do is policy? If
What
right, but I still have some problems American relative are they considered a
minority? The terms ooff the new policy
with the implementation
im plem entation ooff it.
that financial aid and need to be defined more precisely. The
It is my belief .that
ade in the Student Senate
made
scholarships should be awarded solely point was m
on the basis of qualifications and/or need. open forum on April 13 that if a Hispanic
The color ooff a person’s
person's skin or their person lived down the street from a white
ethnic background should have nothing person the Hispanic would not bring
to do with how much money Covenant is much more cultural diversity than the
w
illing to offer them to attend here. I do white person.
willing
I would also challenge Mr. B
rock’s
Brock's
not mean to say that I am opposed to a
claim
that
“Education
is
traditionally
the
"Education
diverse cam
pus because I know there are claim
campus
way
out
of
poverty.”
a
good
Granted,
poverty."
unattainbenefits to diversity that are unattain
education is a strong first step on the
able in an all-white
all-w hite environm
ent.
environment.
However, the way to achieve cultural way to economic success. However, an
ithout the m
otivation to folfol
motivation
without
based education w
diversity is not to make decisions based
worthon the color ooff a person’s
person's skin or their low through after graduation is worth
distant heritage, but to look on their less. Some people are more driven than
im
m ediate background, regardless
regar.dless of others but if it is too easy for someone to
immediate
afford a Covenant education then it will
race.
It seems to me that the new policy was not be fully appreciated. (Granted it is
rather hastily im
plemented, without any
any- not often that Covenant is easy to afford
implemented,
one involved knowing exactly what the for anyone.)
I understand that the new policy will
others were expecting or thinking. This
simply hand a Covenant education to
not
per
bothers me because, even though perfection is impossible,
im possible, I believe
believe that this anyone but it will make it easier for
o f a different race to attend just
change could have been carried out much those of
more effectively if it had been more because of their race and that is not right.

By Joey Wells
Staff Writer

I know of several white students here
who are going deep into debt because
they , and their fam
ilies, understand the
families,
value of the educational experience CovCov
enant has to offer. The sacrifices they
en;1nt
are making will affect the rest ooff their
lives. Why should someone ooff a differ
different race have it any easier only because
of their color?
Anyone can see just by keeping their
inori
minorieyes open that there are very few m
ties here and, compared to A
m erica as a
America
whole, Covenant is not very diverse. I
understand the desire to be more culturcultur
ally diverse and I believe it is a good
goal. However, I believe that Covenant
oted to those we wish to
promoted
should be prom
attend here on the basis of its merit
m erit and
what it can offer them educationally and
spiritually, not on how much money it
can offer them.
As Mr. Brock has pointed out it is
tough for Covenant to compete with big
state universities when it comes to offer
offeri
miing scholarship money and aid to m
norities. This does not mean we should
buy into the practices of those around us
and try to offer more money or on more
appealing terms. Since the new system is
based on qualifications and need I think
makthat it will work itself out without mak
ing the 50/50 and 25/75 distinction. There
is a known disparity between average

RACISM
Continued fro m Page $1
problem with some knuckle-head black
kid when they find themselves teaching at
a public school instead of a mostly white
Christian school like they planned,"
planned,” she
continued.
Turning the issue toward resolution,
Upton as well as many others have repeat
repeatedly said that instead of getting upset at one
transform the
another, students need to transfonn
under"openness and under
energy into one of “openness
standing— a willingness
differ
wil_lingness to make a differstanding-a
ence.”
ence."
More specifically, Upton expressed that

white and black incomes and therefore
blacks, as a general rule, will have a
greater need. A good way to attract more
cultural minorities
m inorities is simply to make
Covenant visible to them.
Before my sister came here there were
home
only a handful ooff people in my hometown who had even heard of Covenant
much less knew what a unique school it
is.
Send people to cultural areas that are
not strongly represented here and alert
them to the fact that Covenant exists and
show what a great institution it is. Show
them how they can enrich the school
while the school enriches them. Promote
Covenant as a place they would want to
be and not as a place that will give them
oney to attend than another
money
more m
school. This will increase somewhat-the
somewhat the
number of cultural minorities who apply
and/or attend here.
I understand the desire behind the
changes in the policy but I disagree with
the changes themselves. If this is indeed
let’s keep it that way,
an issue ooff culture, let's
and not turn it into a race or color issue.
I have no comprehensive alternative pro
proposal to offer at this time but I strongly
urge everyone to consider if this is in the
commu
best interest of the Covenant community.

as people with multicultural backgrounds,
“we need to begin to learn from, and share
"we
with those around us. It is vital that we
Christ’s love for all people by celcel
show Christ's
cultures.”
ebrating different cultures."
The black students and all minorities
agree that reconciliation, as Upton explains
it, is the only way to confront racism, but
first, "students
“students need to really know their
own hearts,”
hearts," West said.
Knowing the heart is the key to grasp
grasping Cagnolatti's
Cagnolatti’s challenging question to
Covenant’s
“If there were
Covenant's majority students: "If
campus, would
no minority students on this ca~pus,
you miss us?”
us?"
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A r ts &
& ENTERTAINMENT
E n t e r t a in m e n t
ARTS

Boys Next Door entertaining, thoughtful
By Hardy Thames
Staff Writer
The Mine Shaft Players latest producproduc
tion, The Boys Next Door, is possibly the
Covmost entertaining play produced at Cov
enant this year. Jennifer Graham, director,
has once again brought her skills to amuse
audiences.
and enlighten her Covenant audiences.
director's notes that
Graham says in the director’s
“The Boys Next Door is an extremely chalchal
"The
lenging play to perform and an extremely
powerful play to watch. It portrays the
touchingjoy the mentally handicapped have
as they approach life and it deals with the
sensitive issue of society's
society’s reaction to
them."
them.”
Graham and her cast do a excellent job of
portraying this joy while at the same time
giving the audience glimpses of the pain
and struggle that can characterize the lives
of the mentally handicapped and those who
work with them.
The characters of the play are developed
early, making the first scenes vital to the
rest of the performance. The play begins
with Arnold (Nat Malkus) addressing the
neraudience and describing himself as ner
vous, which can make the audience nerner
Arnold's
vous as well. Then, one by one, Arnold’s
fellow mentally disabled roommates enter,
providing humor, further character definidefini
turbuience.
tion, and a little turbulence.
However, by the middle of the first act

Graham introduces her production.
the audience gains confidence, watching as
if they were listening to a familiar funny
story told by a friend. It is Clay Douglass
who is responsible for putting the audience
Douglass’ poise and natural ability
to ease. Douglass'
gives the production a relaxed air and steady
pace.
All of the actors were convincing. This
was partly dlie
due to excellent casting: Nat
Malkus as Arnold, Margaret Schempp as

Mrs. Fremus, and Philip Gard as Barry. In
the case of Travis Knight, the casting may
have been too good-some
good—some could not tell
whether he was in character or not. Either
way, it worked.
Speaking of Travis Knight, it was his
masterful ad libbing on opening night that
caused the bubbling audience to finally
erupt: in the play Norman (Knight) gives
Sheila (Kjirsten Bentson) a set of much
wanted keys wrapped in a box. Sheila is
then supposed to shake the box and ask "Is
“Is
it a frog?"
frog?” As Bentson shook, the keys
broke from the box, stopping just short of
the audience on the stage. A bit dazzled,
Bentson went on with her lines, "Is
“Is it a
frog?”
“No, but it
frog?" and Knight responded, "No,
one.” This riposte won the
sure jumps like one."
hearts of all of us, and I fully admit to
initiating the applause between the scenes,
the wishes of director Graham.
despite th~
Josiah Huggins (Lucien) and David
Peterson (Mr. Klemper) also gave strong
performances. Huggins as Lucien, who is
possibly the most difficult character, must
affect the gestures, idiosyncrasies, and
speech of a retarded man. It was a difficult
job well done. Peterson plays the part of
Barry’s bitter, hostile father who is prone
Barry's
to violence with the skill and confidence of
a veteran actor.
If you can go, you should. There is one
more showing on Saturday. It begins at
8:00 p.m. and tickets are $1.

Macaulay’s Roman City premiers in May
Macaulay's
PM
PBS, May 8-11, 8 PM
By Hardy Thames
A&E Co-Editor
David Alexander Macaulay has been
called The Great Explainer. With barbed
pen in hand, the world-famous Macaulay
(inhas written and illustrated 16 books (in
cluding How Things Work, Cathedral, and
Ship) in the last two decades. Four have
been turned into television specials, which
Macaulay also hosts.
In his books, Macaulay has been able to
combine his childhood fascination about
how things are made with his artistic skills,
allowing the reader to understand how past
civilizations built the most extraordinary
architectural monuments of their ages.
Now, as television host, Macaulay exex
plores the ruins of Pompeii and delves
beneath the arena floor of the renowned
Colosseum in Rome (ROMAN CITY).
the 5,000 yearIn PYRAMID, he climbs the5,000
old Great Pyramid at Giza, explores the
tomb of King Tutankhamen and comes
face-to-face with the mummy of Ramses II
Cairo.
in the Egyptian Museum at Cairo.
In CATHEDRAL, Macaulay escorts
France's
viewers on a remarkable tour of France’s
grandest Gothic cathedrals, to stand beside
the magnificent stained glass windows and
among the massive flying buttresses.
child
And, in CASTLE, he returns to his childhood vacation playground amid Edward
I’s formidable castles in Wales.
Wales.
I's
mysterAll four specials bring to life the myster
ies of past civilizations. Each uses as a
background the construction of the defindefin
ing architectural monument of that civilicivili
zation: a city at the height of the Roman
medieval
Empire, an Egyptian pyramid, a medieval
castle and a French Gothic cathedral. Each
special explains the social, historical, and
cultural significance of the architecture
and the importance and function of it to the
men and women who built and used it.
The animated and live action specials
will be broadcast on PBS, May 8-11, each
at 8PM.
8 PM.
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Coming
EvenTs
Evems
MOUNTAIN OPRYOPRY— presents oldtime bluegrass music every Friday night
in the Waldens Ridge Civic Center,
FairmountRoad,
Road, Signal Mountain. Free.
Fairmount

PLAY -— Into the Woods at the Little
267-8534. April
$12.50.267-8534.
Theater. 8 p.m. $12.50.
22-23,28-29.
1,5-8,12-16,19-21.
12-16, 19-21.
22-23, 28-29. May 1,5-8,
pre' 94 pre
- Showcase ’94
CONCERT —
p.m.
sented by PACE Tivoli Theatre. 8 p.m.
April 22. $3 students, $6 adults, $12
reserved.
reserved.
BIG BAND -— Cabaret pops concert
of big band music, Trade Center. April
23, 8 p.m. $12-$24. 267-8583.
P
E R F O R M A N C E — “ The
PERFORMANCE-"The
perGallery" preview per
Choreographer’s Gallery”
Choreographer's
Mu
formance and discussion, Hunter Museum of Art. 2 p
p.m.
.m. Free. April 24. Call
267-0968.

-Jazz
Jazz Explosion
JAZZ CONCERT —
co n cert featuring
featu rin g George
G eorge Duke,
D uke,
concert
Jonathan Butler, George Howard and
Rachelle Ferrell, Trade Center. April
27. 8 p.m. $18.50. 267-9538.
CONCERT -— Brooks and Dunn in
concert with Aaron Tippin and Toby
Keith, UTC Arena. 8 p.m. $18.50,
$22.50.
$22.50. April 29. 266-6627.
0

EXHIBITION— The 1994Art
1994 Art Scene
EXHIBIDON-The
Exhibition, Hunter Museum of Art. 2670968. April 29.
PLAY -— The Importance of
o f Being
Earnest at Oak Street Playhouse. 8 p.m.
April 29-30 $6.50. 756-2024.
JAZZ FESTIVAL -— Fifth Bessie
Traditional Jazz Festival, ChattaChatta
Smith TraditionalJazz
nooga Choo-Choo. 6:30 p.m. April 29,
12 and 7:30 p.m. April 30, noon May 1.
$17.50 and $20.00 per performance.
266-0944

Clockwise from top:
Macaulay at the Roman
Coloseum, PYRAMID
(Monday, May 9), CASTLE

CATH
(Tuesday, May 10), CATHEDRAL (Wednesday, May 11).
(Illustrations by David Macaulay; Photo
.
by Mark Olshaker)

BenCONCERT -— Symphony Gala Ben
efit Concert featuring violinist Benny
Kim, Tivoli Theatre. $10-$35.
$10-$35. 8 PM
April 30. 267-8583.

Cruise
Ship
Jobs!
Students needed!
Earn $2,000+ monthly.
Summer/Holidays/Full
Summer/Holidays/Fulltime. World travel,
Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe,
Eur_ope', Mexico. Tour
guides, gift shop sales, deck
hands, casino workers, etc.
No experience necessary.
Call (602) 680-4647,
ext. C147.
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History of Paventent
Pavement and Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain
By Mary McCampbell
Staff Writer
You have probably heard a new song
called "Cut
“Cut Your Hair"
Hair ” mercilessly over
overstaplayed on the local alternative radio sta
you're anything like me, you might
tion. If you’re
have quickly dismissed it as just another
song from a one hit radio band whose songs
songfromaonehitradio
seem to blend into one big alterna-pop
blob. Don’t
Don't make up your mind so quickly
blob.
on this one.
Meet Pavement—
Pavement-five
five nice guys from
Stockton, California who describe them
themselves as "sugar-damaged
kids." Their
“sugar-damaged kids.”
catchy hit single, "Cut
“Cut Your Hair”
Hair" has
paved (ha-ha) their way to the top of the
alternative charts, but that is the only thing
these guys have in common with most of
the other popular alternative bands on it.
Their
album, C
Crooked
T heir new album
rooked Rain,
Crooked Rain is much more polished and
accessible than their rather abstract record
recordthe•past,
ings of the
past, but it still has much more
to offer than its fellow chart-toppers.
Pavement began their music career pro
producing very low-fi, scratchy little pop melo
melodies which are almost all contained on the
23-song singles collection entitled WestWest
ing (by Musket and Sextant). These melo
melodies could only be recognized after several
listens and conscious attempts to dig
Pavethrough noise, reverb, and static. Pave
ment only offered a few tightly packaged
("Summer Babe,”
catchy tunes (“Summer
“Box El
Babe," "Box
Elder"), but the rest must be uncovered by the
der”),
listener~after hard (but rewarding) work.
listener
Most of their tunes were so loosely and
lazily constructed that it seemed as if they
could fall apart any minute. Sometimes it
sounded as if they actually did. Just imag
imagine yqurself
yourself walking through a wasteland
kicking cans aside and surrounded by noisy
machinery. This is the overall feel of
Pavement’s
Pavement's early collection of songs.
Vocalist
songwriter
V
o c a list and so
n g w riter Stephen
S tephen
Malkamus' s monotonous, dragging vocals
Malkamus’s

add to a general feeling of despair (which is
fun) . Pavement's
all in good fun).
Pavement’s lyrics are as
fragmented and incomprehensible as most
of their music. Many of their songs are like
a conglomeration of mismatched images,
"My
“My eyes stick to
to// all those shiny robes.../
robes .../
Wear on the protein delta strip / in an
housebait."
abandoned housebait.”
With the release of their first album,
Slanted and Enchanted, Pavement
cleaned up their sound a
bit but they still clung
to dissonance
d isso n an ce and
and
lacksadasical melo
melodies. Malkamus
Malkarnus says
of this, "I
“I don’t
don't re
really like tight bands.
bands .
. . I like drummers
|
who stay behind the
t
beat." Apparently,
beat.”
&
there were many oth
others who felt the same
way, for this CD got
Album
Album of the Year
Maga(1992) in Spin Maga
zine. Critics and under
underground fans raved about
a brilliant group that few
had heard.
Crooked
C rooked Rain,
Crooked Rain has
taken Pavement one
step closer to hitting
big-time.
the big-tim
e. They
behave not, however, be
trayed their discordant,
obscure roots, but simsim
ply stretched them as far
as they will go.
This album is big in both
sound and concept. PavePave
ment has taken the tools of
pop stardom and milked them for all they
are worth, using more traditional melodies
to explore different musical styles.
The album begins with "Silence
Kit,"
“Silence Kit,”
providing an intro which starts faintly and

builds up to a cacophony ooff sound (in
anticipation of the largeness of the album).
album).
Things are coming together now and not
apart. Deeper into the album we still
falling apart.
find the presence of varied dissodisso
nance, inter-mixed with warm,
approachable melodies.
melodies.
Malkamus 'ss voice is again
Malkamus’
quasi-monotone, reflec
reflective at times of a singspeech, Lou Reed
sty
le. This is some
style.
something either to
hate or love,
ppossibly
o ssib ly
an
aquired taste.
taste.
The album is
composed of a
variety of mu
musical
styles
styles
ranging from
from
country rock to
jazzy
lounge
ja
z z y lounge
music. There is also
music.
some screaming, dis
distorted vocals, and lots
humor. The boys
ooff humor.
from Pavement have a
lot to offer this time around.
The music industry is a popular
topic for this fine collection of songs.
Pavement mocks others in direct lyri
lyrical insults as well as parodying dis
dismusical styles (complete with
tinct musical
stolen riffs from Billy Squire's
Squire’s "Ev“Ev
erybody Wants You”).
You").
There are only two truly punchy
rhythmic pop songs on this album,
"Gold Soundz"
“Gold
Soundz” and "Cut
“Cut Your Hair.”
Hair."
"Cut Your Hair,”
Hair," like many of the
“Cut
other songs, pokes fun at the new “alter
"alternative scene.”
scene." We are led to believe alter
alternative rock stars can be made or broken
because of their haircuts.
Most of the other songs are not as short
"Stop Breath
and catchy. The ballad-like “Stop
Breathing"
ing” comes to what we think would be a

mellow close, but then suprisingly acceler
accelerates into a dissonant jam
jam which has built
itself upon the deceptive "closing"
“closing” notes.
The funniest song on the album is the
country rock-inspired "Range
“Range Life.”
Life." One
can just picture Malkamus kicking back in
a plush green leisure chair singing into a
microphone he has laying on his chest. The
effortless vocals contribute to the feeling
that the lyrics were made up spontane
spontaneously.
Pavement once again takes a stab at
fellow musicians
mus_icians as they say, "Out
“Out on tour
with the Smashing Pumpkins/ Nature kids,
don't have a function
..." They accuse
they don’t
function...”
modern musicians of relying more on imim
age and looks, than artistry when singing,
"Stone
“Stone Temple Pilots are Elegant bach
bachelors/ They're
They’re foxy to me, are they foxy to
you?/ I would agree because they’re
they're nothyou?/1
noth
me."
ing more to me.”
The album closes its “tribute”
"tribute" to modern
"Filmore Jire”
music in “Filmore
Jire" by summing it all
up, both musically and lyrically. The song
begins with a faint distorted guitar and
Malkamus'
Malkamus’ slurred voice creating an etheethe
real mood, but then bursts into a full fledged
rhythmical sound which builds upon itself
for several minutes. It culminates in a mu
musical apex while Malkamus is telling us,
"The streets are full of punks they got
“The
spikes/ see those rockers with their long
curly locks/ Goodnight to the rock and roll
era/ We don’t
don't need you anymore.”
anymore."
era/
Pavement's new collection
As a whole, Pavement’s
di verse and well produced.
of songs is very diverse
The old stuff is a bit more weird, fun, and
unique; but the new songs take a new and
interesting direction. The new album is put
together in such a way that each song
builds upon the previous one,artd
one,and this con
contributes to the general smoothness of the
album. Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain has
been compared to R.E.M.’s
R.E.M.'s Reckoning,
and rightly so. This album could allow
Pavement to musically revolutionize the
nineties as R.E.M. did the eighties.

The Bible as literature: Scripture's
Scripture’s artistic dintensions
dimensions
By Caleb
Ludwick
C aleb L
udw ick
S
ta ff W
riter
Staff
Writer
The Bible claims to be a book inspired
by the Holy Spirit, telling man how he can
be reconciled with his Creator, not only in
theory, but in a personal relationship with
God Himself. Quite obviously, if its claims
are true, it is the most important book on
earth for man.
Yet the Bible comes to us wrapped in
artistry: stories (by which I mean true stosto
ries-not
ries—
not fiction), parables, deeply emo
emotional poems, elegies, and the like. The
Scripture is artistically written rather than
being a manual which carefully avoids
figuarative and symbolic language, so as to
avoid confusion on key issues.
Why? It seems that things would be
much easier for us as Christians, if, for
example, the Bible told the exact date and
time of Christ's
Christ’s return, or clearly stated
why God allowed evil to come into the
word. Perhaps then, at the very least, there
would be less contention among the ranks
of Christians.
One reason which is commonly given
as to why__the Bible .was _re'.v~aled
revealed ·in
in its
artistic form is Jhat
that God takes pleasure
from creating beautiful
beautifuf things.
things. His revela
revelation, both general and specific, is beautiful,
so that it may bring pleasure to Him. CerCer
tainly it is true that the beauty of Scripture
is a source of glory for God, and even tells
us something of the beauty of His nature.
nature.
But I believe that there is another reason

why the Bible was given to man in a form
that has a decidedly aesthetic dimension: it
develops our understanding of God and of
the world at a different level than it would
were it given simply as a set of codified
rules.
At this point I should make it clear that
I am not trying to develop a new literary
theory by which we should interpret the
Bible, nor am I implying that we should
view the Bible as literature in any way that
detracts from it as divine revelation. I am
simply saying that by realizing that Scrip
Scripture has an aesthetic dimension to it, and by
exploring that dimension, we may come to
a better understanding ooff what the Bible
intends to teach.
The Bible still gives us the precepts by
which to live, but it also incarnates the
precept in an example, an example which
does not simply illustrate the truth but is
itself part of the meaning. Scripture, and
indeed all of literature, does not merely
"tell," it “shows.”
"shows." Scripture “shows”
“tell,”
"shows" by
giving us the experiences of humans,
whether in the form of poetry written by a
king grieving over his sin, through the
words of prophets, or by telling of the life
experiences of its characters, so that we, as
readers, identify with the experiences of
readers,
the people of whom the Scriptures speak.
For example, look at the account of
Peter' s denial of Christ as told in Luke 22.
Peter’s
22.
The passage is written in
jn a way so that we
see and hear exactly what happened in the
courtyard. A vivid picture is painted of

Peter following Christ and the soldiers at a
distance, ooff a fire kindled in the middle of
of
the courtyard at the house of the high priest,
of Peter sitting in the flickering light. The
characters in the scene are quoted; both the
words of Peter’s
Peter's accusers and of Peter
himself. His denial is expressed in words
which show his fear and eagerness not to be
associated with Jesus. The rooster crows,
and we come to the moment of epiphany
with Peter as Christ turns and looks straight
at him, then we follow him as he leaves the
house, weeping bitterly. We experience
the reality of his denial, and feel how it
person's life rather than simhappens in a person’s
sim
ply being told that Peter denied Christ
thrice, and then theorizing about it.
It seems that devoted Christians often
times ignore the literary aspect of the Bible.
Bible.
Speaking of the Bible as “stories”
"stories" or "po“po
ems," it is feared, will subject it to views
ems,”
which are applied to other literature, chiefly,
allowing everyone to interpret it for them
themselves according to whatever views of in
interpretation to which they subscribe (i.e.
"whatever meaning the reader gets out of it
“whatever
text," or "to
is the true meaning ooff the text,”
“to be
able to interpret the text accurately, the
reader must know all about the culture and
written"). So many
time in which it was written”).
Christians simply ignore the fact that the
Bible was written in literary forms and
reduce it to a list of lessons and principles
which can be extracted from its texts. To
do so is to treat the Bible as something
which it is not.

The beauty of the Bible is not merely a
beauty added to its text. In the words of
Clyde Kilby, "We
“We do not have truth and
beauty, or truth in a "beautiful
“beautiful setting”...
setting" ...
what we do have is beautiful truth, no only
because the themes which are taught are
inconceivably beautiful (i.e. a perfect God
loving sinful man, and the fact that all
things which unfold during the history of
earth work as a unified whole toward the
glorification of its Creator), but also be
because of the manner in which such themes
told.”
are told."
If the Bible had no aesthetic dimension,
it would not speak as well to man, because
man is ineluctably artistic. We are rational
beings, and I do not wish to compromise
the fact that the Bible appeals to our ratio
rationality. But we have also been created to be
emotional and creative beings, with sensisensi
bilities which are met through aesthetics,
and which are not contrary to our rational
rationality. God, having created us, thus, as part of
the world which, even in its fallen state, is
beautiful beyond what metaphors, paint
and pen, or chisel can express, also gave to
us a Scripture which fits with our harmonydesiring bodies, minds, and souls. Toquote
To quote
Kilby, "Because
“Because man has not been created
solely as a rational, practical, prosaic creacrea
ture, the Holy Spirit, through man and for
man, gave Scriptures which make their
appeal to all aspects of a man's
being."
man’s being.”
For more on this subject, see Words ooff
lntrodution to the Bible
Delight: a Literary Introdution
by Leland Ryken, and Christianity and
Aesthetics by Clyde Kilby.
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Great Scot! j| 1
week's Great
William Honeycutt is this week’s
Scot. He was bborn
om in Durham, North CaroCaro
lina, grew up in Irvine, California, and
Nashattended Vanderbilt University in Nash
ville, Tennessee. Will has been the ResiResi
dent Director of
o f Carter Hall fo
forr the past
three years.
BP: Why did you choose to attend
Vanderbilt?
WH: I wanted to be out of California for
~aw some of my friends taking six
a while. I saw
didn't want
hours a semester and surfing. I didn’t

Honeycutt and "friend."
“friend. ”
I’d ever experienced was
to do that, and all I'd
California. If it didn’t
didn't turn out, I could
always go back.
BP: What was your major?
WH: Human development.
BP: What does that involve.
I’m still trying to figure that out!
WH: I'm
got to go
you've gotto
Basically what it means is you’ve
beto grad school. It was sort of a cross be
tween psychology, sociology, business, and
public policy. Most people that enter the
program either go to law school, get into
the human resource side of business, or do
social work. By the time I figured out that
wasn't all it looked to be on paper, it was
it wasn’t
to late to change, or to double major.
major.
Direc
BP: How did you get the Resident Director job here at Covenant?
WH: I met Krue [Brock] the first week of
school at Vanderbilt. W
e’ve been in the
We've
same accountability group ever since. He
told me about what he was doing here, and
it sounded great. It sounded like something
doing. I also wanted to take
I would enjoy doing.
some time off after college.
BP: So, did you take off any time before
BP:
coming
corning here?
WH: Before coming
corning here I took two
years off and taught water skiing in sumsum
Califor
mer camps. Then I moved back to California for seven months and lived with a
couple of families because I wanted to
know what it was like to grow up in a
Christian home, to see how they related to
one another. Then I went back to Nashville
and stayed with a couple of guys from my
old fraternity. At that time, I worked con
construction to learn more about building things
hands. The winter
and working with my hands.
before I came here I went to Colorado,
because I'd
I ’d driven through there once and
“What a beautiful place, I think
thought, "What
I’d
here." I lived with about ten
I'd like to live here.”
guys at a discipleship house led by a man
who had studied under Francis Schaeffer at
verL
Abri. He wanted to start a smaller ver
L'’Abri.
sion here in theStates.
the States. While there, I worked
ythe
the night shift at a hotel for about sixty

hours a week, did volunteer work with
Young Life, skied four days a week, and
slept about ten hours a week.
BP: What does your job as RD entail?
WH: It includes counseling, discipline,
RA's, and
discipleship, the boss of the RA’s,
basic ministry. I'm
I’m a lot busier than I had
expected, but I enjoy it.
BP: What is your favorite thing about
being RD here?
WH:
WH:Spending time with people, whether
it’s
intrait' s hanging out in my room, doing intra
mural sports, going on Break-on-Impact
trips, or going hiking. Probably some of the
neatest stuff is actually the discipline.
There’s a lot of fruit that comes out of that,
There's
that would never result from just hanging
out.
responsiBP: What is your least favorite responsi
bility?
WH: My least favorite is the initial stages
of the discipline.
BP: What do you do on your day off?
WH: Well, I go hiking, go to Nashville,
try to get [away]
read. Basically, IItry
sleep, and read.
by myself, because I live where I work.
BP: What are your plans beyond Cov
Covenant?
WH: I’d
I'd like to get a two-year seminary
’d
degree, a Master of Arts and Religion. II'd
like to know more about church history and
theology.
theology. I plan on applying to Covenant
I've considered going
Seminary in the Fall. I’ve
to Denver Seminary, which would be a
legitimate excuse to go back to the Rockies.
I’ve also thought about Gordon ·Lee
Lee in
I've
NorthBoston so 1I could experience the North
’d like to go someplace in which I
east. II'd
was uncomfortable, so I'd
I’d have to go out on
faith.
a limb and step out in faith.
BP: Have you thought about plans after
seminary?
WH: I’ll
I'll probably take a break or go
Psycholright into working on a Masters in Psychol
ogy. Eventually II'd
’d like to look into somesome
kind ooff long-term Christian rehabilitation
I’d like to form a program that
[program]. I'd
would last for a number of months. SomeSome
thing in which I can walk through with
people and be able to work with them in a
long-term situation. _
BP: What are some differences you see
between Covenant and Vanderbilt?
WH: Vanderbilt is quite a bit larger and
more expensive. The students there are
used to more opulent lifestyles than the
average Covenant student. There is less
intellectual pursuit there. Students here
seem more to be seeking the truth and
learning the things of God. At Vanderbilt,
they seem only to be interested in making
the grade, and getting a degree so they can
have the money and the power.
power.
The professors here are better. The pro
professors there are busy researching and writ
writ. ing, their teaching is almost secondary.
Here, while the professors are encouraged
to pursue outside interests and endeavors,
the teaching is primary. They’re
They're here to
Ii ves for the world. There
form and prepare lives
is much more individual attention here.
BP: Is there anything that you saw at
BP:
Vanderbilt that you wished you saw at
Covenant.
fraterni
WH: The positive things of the fraternities—
the tightness and the working to
toties-the
gether are beneficial.
beneficial. I don't
don’t see that on the
halls here. I had assumed it would happen
naturally, as a result of a Christian attitude,
but I haven’t
that
fosterthat
haven't seen or been able to foster
closeness.

forr demolition this summer.
Tucker Hall is scheduled fo

Historic Tucker Hall, Adieu
By Laurel Reames
Features Co-Editor

To some an eye-sore and "quotable“quotablequotes”
quotes" nightmare; to others a bastion of
artistic expression; Tucker Hall will be
razed to the ground by the beginning of the
1994-1995 school year in order to make
building.
room for the future science building.
FriNow home to Stoplight Cafe every Fri
day night, Jerry Johnson's
Johnson’s office, and PrePre
hisventative Maintenance, Tucker has a his
tory that is as old as Carter Hall.
Because Carter Hall used to be only a
summer hotel, a caretaker’s
caretaker' s home was built
to house someone to take care of the hotel
winter. That home
and grounds during the winter.
is now known as Tucker Hall.
When Covenant College bought the land,
Tucker was used as two apartments; one
for the physical plant director and the other
faculty . At a later date,
for a member of the faculty.
the upstairs became the music room with
several stuffy, soundproof practice rooms,
and the downstairs was used as the Art
Workshop.
After the practice rooms were moved to
the chapel and the Art Workshop moved
barn, the empty building
into the Psych bam,
was used as a Student Center. The students

realized the building had never acquired a
name except that of the department which
was using it at the time. Hence, a vote was
called in order to decide the name of the
white building somewhat on the fringes of
Covenant’s campus.
Covenant's
A few years prior to this, there had been
a wiry-haired brown dog that frequented
the campus. He didn't
didn’t have a single tooth
and could catch aluminum cans when
thrown.
thrown. His name was Tucker. He was a
favorite with Covenant students; his death
was a horrible tragedy (sniff-sniff.) The
name Tucker was chosen for the student
center in honor of the toothless, can-catchcan-catch
ing dog.
As yet it is not known where those who
use and frequent Tucker Hall are to go
when it is tom
Thee Preventative
torn down. Th_
Maintenance office will probably be moved
into a building behind the school garage.
Scott Raymond is working on situating an
year's
office for Jerry Johnson, but next year’s
Stoplight Cafe does not have a location at
rethis time. Bob Harbert suggested the re
modeled Blink as a possible Stoplight Cafe
don't mind sitting on chairs,
sight if people don’t
as opposed to the now traditional Cafe
arrangement of wire spools.

Seniors’ plans for next year
Seniors'
By Betsy Rice and Amy Downing
Features Editors
It’s
It's that time of the year again, time for a
few of us to enter the real world. The
editors of this page thought it appropriate
gradu
to list the immediate plans of some gradugraduating seniors. Good luck to all those gradu
ating, whatever your plans.
James VanSteenburg-Graduate
VanSteenburg— Graduate school
ni versity of Florida.
University
for architecture at the U
Getting aajob
a year,
job for ayear,
Kennedy-Getting
Scott Kennedy—
then graduate school.
Ben Kaufmann—
Going to Oxford and
Kaufmann-Going
traveling in Europe for the summer.
Nickisch-Working at Covenant
Christy Nickisch—Working
time.
College full time.
Vince Spiritosanto-Staying
Spiritosanto— Staying here and
working.
working.
Cross-Getting married and staying
Ian Cross—Getting
in Chattanooga.
Ludwick—Working at the Fel
FelCaleb Ludwick-Working
lowship House, living in Krue Brock's
Brock’s
cabin, and being with Krista.
Denison-Working at home and
Annette Denison—Working
going to graduate school to possibly get a
masters in Education Administration.
Entering active duty
Alvarez-Entering
Omar E. Alvarez—
as a Field Artillery Officer, U.S. Army.
Army.
Richmond— Working at a
Michael L. Richmond-Working
mental health center for one year and then
attending graduate school.
Getting married, planning
Vargo-Getting
Allen Vargo—
to work, and to be a full-time youth direc
director.
tor.
Wikner—Managing a state cam
camBen Wikner-Managing
paign for the Senate, getting married to
Erin Mcllhenny, and going to seminary.
Keuning-That's a good question.
Joy Keuning—That’s
Jenny Leal—Living
Leal-Living in St. Elmo, getting

job, and going to graduate school in a year
aajob,
two.
or two.
Waite-Moving to Washington
Susan Waite—Moving
area,
state in the Seattle area.
Sullivan—Teaching somewhere.
Laurie Sullivan-Teaching
Getting a jo
b in manage
managejob
Faulk-Getting
Brent Faulk—
ment in Chattanooga.
John Kreiner—Perhaps
Kreiner-Perhaps the neo-mystical former student life (hanging around
Chattanooga).
onnell— G oing to nursing
Connell-Going
Laurie C
school.
Going back to
III-Going
Jackson Koontz III—
Florida (warmth, sunshine, etc.) and at
attending seminary.
N
atalie Liesman-Attending
Liesm an— A ttending chirochiro
Natalie
practic school at Parker College in Dallas,
Texas.
Joe Kickasola-Undecided,
Kickasola— Undecided, possibly
graduate school in film, music, or both.
Nakhla-Taking alumni studies at
Paul Nakhla—Taking
Covenant College.
Rice-I'll be an Infantry Officer,
Bill Rice—I’ll
U.S.
Army.
U.S.Arrny.
Bryan Pierce—
Going to Covenant SemiSemi
Pierce-Going
nary in St. Louis.
Julie Koehler-Going
Koehler—Going home to Florida
be I'
I ’1111go to
Maybe
and taking the summer off. May
a vo-tech school for a certificate as a surgisurgi
cal technician.
Adam Neder-Working
Neder—Working for Vanderbilt
Nashville.
in Nashville.
Liz Johnson-Living
Johnson— Living and working in
Chattanooga.
Brett Vail-Getting
Vail—Getting an MA in Medieval
Studies at the University of London.
Leonard—Getting a Master of
Linnea Leonard-Getting
Music in Opera at either New England
Conservatory or University of Hartford.
Mccampbell-Touring all the
Mary McCampbell—Touring
Gaps in the Southeast.
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Noses, tongues
... body piercing craze runs amuck
tongues...
By Betsy Rice
Features Co-Editor

I don't
don’t know about you, but pain is not
something which I cherish. Apparently
there are many who are now sub.i.::cting
subjecting
themselves to certain levels
of pain, merely for a new
place on which to hang ornaorna
I ’m quite happy
mentation. I'm
with the old standards of the
pierced ear.
Eyebrows, belly buttons,
and nipples are only a few of
the latest body parts being *
pierced. One might think this
practice would cause some
butlI suppose
inconveniences, but
one could learn to talk around
a lip ring, eat around a tongue stud, and
manage to take care of things when a cold
hits and a nose ring is a bit in the way.
So why is this seemingly-inconvenient,
seemingly inconvenient,
painful oddity all the rage? Well, I asked a
few people. Mary Mccampbell
McCampbell (our camcam
pus pop-culture expert) theorizes that within
the alternative crowd, this often stems from
a general tendency to be self-destructive.

An anonymous student on campus, who
earlier this year pierced her belly button,
“I did it because I think it is uniquely
states, "I
pretty. It is more personal than my earrings.
I also did it for the shock value."
value.”
Mike Keuning claims he pierced his
nipple in order to, "“....
. . have
someplace to hang my keys
I’m naked."
naked.”
when I'm
This latest rage is not concon
fined to the Covenant ColCol
lege campus. A recent arar
ticle in Elle quotes a woman
who pierced herself because
she was, "reclaiming
“reclaiming parts
of myself-saying,
myself—saying, 'this
‘this is
mine, mine, mine."'
mine.’”
Well, there you have a
brief, all encompassing statestate
ment which sums up the basic world view
o f the average American. However, I doubt
of
any with the famous Covenant College
world and life view are doing it for that
reason.
Body piercing is swiftly becoming a
major money making industry, as hoards
of youngsters all around the country flock
to have themselves pierced full of as many

The Prankster Hall of Fame
By Amy Downing
Features Co-Editor

I must say, I am a little disappointed in
Covenant students this year. The recent
water balloon raid and license-plate gag
not withstanding, there have been no pranks
on a grand enough scale to provide enterenter
tainment for the campus at large.
I ’d like to add a personal
At this point, I'd
observation as one who is sometimes among
the recipients of an attempted joke: calling
someone in the middle of the night, not
saying anything and hanging up isn’t funny.
sayinganythingandhangingupisn'tfunny.
It takes no imagination, and ten years from
now, no one will be telling stories about it.
I'm
I’m not calling for the typical saran-wrap
under the toilet seat or alarm clocks hidden
around the room, set to go off in the wee
hours of the morning. As amusing ((or
or
unamusing) as these little tricks are to the
few people involved, they provide no popo
tential for universal recognition, fame or
Cov
glory in the unwritten archives of Covenant practical jokedom.
When I say there have been no pranks in
semesters, I'm
I ’m talking about
the past two semeste~s,
the stuff legends are made of. Let me give
some historical examples by way of illusillus
tration. I leave it to the reader's
reader’s own good
judgment to decipher fact from folklore,
but most of these are well documented by
reliable sources (namely one Director of
Alumni.)
When Covenant was located in St. Louis,
some students with quick wits and strong
backs carried a car into the library. That
same antic was later duplicated on this
campus in Carter Lobby.
One of my personal favorites is the knifein-hymnal escapade. Someone borrowed
the knives from the kitchen and slid them
o f the chapel hymnbooks,
into the spines of
which when closed, held the knives sese
which·
. curely in place. The next day when the
student body stood to sing, the-music
the music was
cacopho
preceded by a joyful, somewhat cacophonoise, as hundreds of utensils clatclat
nous .noise,

64

tered to the floor.
For those old-timers around here, all I
need to do is mention the word tennis ball
and the whole ugly saga is recalled to mind.
rutd
But for the freshman, let me just say that
one chapel speaker was unpleasantly sursur
prised in the middle of his lecture by a short
storm of fuzzy yellow hail falling from the
ceiling.
Keeping in the same vein of chapel
pranks, someone once ingeniously rigged
an alarm clock contraption to release a
barrage of water balloons from a light
fixture in the ceiling (strategically placed
over the speaker's
speaker’s podium.)
them
Another time, the chapel seats themselves were unscrewed and moved out onto
the lawn. While humorous in theory, the
consequences were of greater magnitude
than the prankster envisioned-professionenvisioned—profession
als had to be called in to put all the chairs
back.
Fool’s Day
Speaking of chairs, last April Fool's
when breakfast-goers arrived in the Great
Hall, a splendid table-and-chair pyramid
rose before them to the ceiling. The fact
that Carter lobby was completely devoid of
furniture provided foreshadowing of the
spectacle that awaited around the comer.
Other miscellaneous capers include: a
huge barrel on top of Carter Hall painted to
resemble a beer can, fetal pigs from the
biology department suspended outside the
dining hall windows, and a huge stack of
tires thrown over the flag pole. For the
engineers of the recent license plate thefttheft—
sorry, its been done. Only the first time it
happened, the plates were tossed into the
pool which froze over that night.
Well, these few examples should be
enough to inspire you creative geniuses out
there. You've
You’ve got one week before exams
start, and I know you’ve
you've got some tension
that needs an outlet. What better catharsis
than an inventive and harmless practical
joke. If it's
it’s good, you could go down in
history. (If not, you could go down the
mountain for five hours of practical work.)

holesasadartboard.
holes as a dart board. One company, GauntGaunt
let Inc. in San Franciso, grosses over $3
million annually in the making of innovainnova
tive tools and jewelry.
Piercing Fans International Quarterly
is one of many publications which introintro
duces new technology in the field. I see
here an opportunity for any undecided,
graduating seniors to become the next
RockefellerRockefeller— rags to riches in the body
piercing industry. All interested may concon
tact the Flagrant Indentions clinic in Ohio,
a company which, according to a recent
Wallstreet Journal article, trains those wishwish
ing to embark on a career in the piercing of
bodies.
it’s all said and done, is there
Well, when it's
busireally a future for the body piercing busi
ness? I'm
I’m not the first to give a negative
answer to this query. Trends from beehive
hairdos to bell-bottomed pants to break
-hairdos
dancing have all run their course. Some of
these are recycled from time to time, as has
been seen with the unfortunate return of
bell-bottomss to the fashion industry.
bell-bottom
Though body piercing is a new cultural
trend, it is hopefully just another whim of
our fickle society.

I
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Josh Emerson displays latest acquisition.

O U T -------SPEAK OUT

Chattanooga Christian kindergarteners impart wisdom
As we talked with the soon-to-be-graduates about their plans for the coming year,
we were surprised at how many didn't
didn’t
know what they were going to do. We
wondered if this was a phenomenon unique
to college seniors, and we decided to test
our hypothesis by polling some kindergar
kindergarten students at CCS. Many of them were
quite sure of their future plans.

What do you want to be when you grow
up?
Clay: A policeman and a football player.
Clay:
Tyler: Maybe a fireman, aapolice,
police, maybe
that’s all.
a doctor and that's
Ally: A nurse. My sister does too - I
wanted to first!
Matthew H: A karate teacher.
Matthew M: A doctor. Not one in a
hospital, a plain one.
Marshall: An ambulance driver, so I can
tum
turn on the lights when I need to get home
quick.
Christen: A groomer - grooms dogs.
Our dog goes to one.

These kids were so self-assured and
quick with their answers, we decided to
take advantage of their wisdom to clear up
some of the questions that have been raised
in doctrine class.
o f each
Why did Noah only take two of
animal of
o f the ark?

Tyler: There was only two kinds. I won
wondidn’t
der why he left the kids. Maybe they dido
't
have kids.
Christen: Because there were so many
not all could go. It was big, but not big
enough for all of them.
· Marshall: Cause God told him to so they
could have babies and there would be

more and more and more.
Courtney: Cause he wanted to.

Where did the Bible come from?

Ally: God, we have to say He wrote it.
Clay: God - He wrote it. Eleven disdis
didn’t write
ciples wrote the chapters. He didn't
all of it, He got it and let His disciples
write in it.
Christen: God wrote it before He made
us.
sto
Matthew: God. Someone looked at stories and wrote on scrolls and God wrote
after it.
Courtney: From the store.
Allison: From Samuel.
Joseph: God sent them the stuff and a
factory made it.
What is Communion?

Allison: When you get baptized you get
it.
Matthew H: If someone dies and they
bury them.
Bonnie: At church you get bread and
something to drink.
Jeff: Eating God's
G od’s body and drinking
His blood.
It’s communicating with aniani
Marshall: It's
mals like butterflies, doing different
dances.
How does Jesus get into your heart?
Tyler: If we ask Him, He just comes
through, cause He's
H e’s powerful. He turns
into a ghost or something.
Christen: He makes Himself get in there.
He forces Himself.
Matthew: We ask Him and then He
comes into our heart.
Marshall: You ask Him. Then the dede
mons can't
can’t get into you unless you steal
and play Satan.

Everything hath end, and a pudding hath two.”—Thomas Nashe, strange Newes
From The Home Book o f Quotations, Stevenson
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Neil Postman's
Postman’s Technopoly gives valuable insight
By Rick Quinn
Staff Writer
In his most recent book, Neil Postman
attempts to show how, when, and why the
benefits of technology were over-shadowed by the negative
affects upon culture,
the mind, morality, and
social realities, even to
to
the core of our very
· humanity.
In the first chapter,
"The
“The Judgment of Thamus."
Thamus.” Postman
quotes Tham
us, from Plato's
Thamus,
Plato’s Phaedrus, in
which Thamus has the following indictindict
ment for the invention of the writing craft:
"Those
“Those who acquire it will cease to exerexer
cise their memory and become forgetful;
they will rely on writing to bring things to
their remembrance by external signs rather
than by their own internal resources. What
you have discovered is a receipt for recolrecol
lection, not for memory. And as for
wisdom, your pupils will have a reputation
for it without the reality: they will receive
a quantity of information without instrucinstruc
tion, and in consequence be thought very
knowledgeable when they for the most part
quite ignorant. And because they are filled
with the conceit of wisdom instead of real
society.”
wisdom, they will be a burden to society."
me
The point being that the particular medium has diverse affects upon those who
use it, regardless of what is said.
For instance, Harold Innis says that
"knowledge
“knowledge monopolies"
monopolies” are created by
ex
various technologies. Hence, as an exo f CommunicaCommunica
ample, Postman, the chair of
Univer
tion Arts department at New York University, says the technology of television may
cause the break up of the school system.
This is due the fact that school systems
were an invention of printing press and
therefore had a knowledge monopoly. As
television puts less value on the printed
word, school teachers in the institution
become less necessary.
On the basis of several such examples,
Postman argues that there has been a techtech

nological revolution occurring in which cratic society because for him science was
new technology alters the things we think purely a technology; he did not see it as
about, the things we think with, and the having much significance. According to
arena in which those ideas are generated. . Postman, Bacon saw science as a defining
This revolution, says Postman, has caught part of culture, the chief role of science
cyni being to further benefit human life. That is,
many of us unawares. With the dark cynicism of a Huxleyan prophet, Postman calls it is seen merely as a technology, having
little or no significance otherwise.
this revolution, Technopoly.
In chapter three, "From
“From Technocracy to
In the next chapter the author, a leading
Technopoly”, Postman shows that within
devel Technopoly",
communications theorist, traces the development of our modern dilemma from tool the war between the traditional and the
using cultures to technocracies. Postman technological, technology arose victorious
soci
argues that theological assumptions were to the elimination of the traditionalist socithe ultimate .source
source of authority in medimedi ety.
"Technopoly eliminates alternatives to
“Technopoly
eval life. However, as tools were introintro
itself
.. .it does not make them illegal... imitself...it
im
duced they began to take precedence over
Itmakes
It
makes
them
moral...
nor
even
unpopular.
metaphysics as a governing fact of life.
For example, the invention of the meme invisible and therefore irrelevant. And it
chanical clock in the 14th century by RoRo does so by redefining what we mean by
man Catholic monks; while originally dede religion, art, family, politics, history, truth,
defini
signed to more efficiently govern the relireli privacy and intelligence so that our definiits new requirements. Technopoly,
fitits
gious duties of the day, the clock soon tions fit
technoc
became an instrument used for secular ecoeco in other words, is a totalitarian technocracy.”
nomic ends when King Charles of France racy."
To pin down the exact date of this transtrans
demanded that all clocks be changed to
formation,
says
Postman,
is
somewhat
like
accommodate the public culture of Paris
trying to determine when a flipped coin
life. As Postman says
W e’re not sure when it
"Here
“Here is a clear example of a tool being begins to descend; We're
employed to loosen the authority of a cencen begins, but it is clear it is occurring.
In the next five chapters; Postman, the
tral institution in medieval life."
life.”
He then moves to the "Age
“Age of TechnocTechnoc winner of numerous teaching awards and
racy".
racy”. The age in which tools are not used author of seventeen books, demonstrates
imma
to build a culture but are, according to the with many specific examples, the immaauthor, former editor of Et Cetera magamaga nent domain of technology uniquely seen
zine, used to attack the culture. That is, to in American life. He says,
"Information
“Information has become a form of gargar
attack the culture in such a way as to
transform it. In the Age of Technocracy, bage, not only incapable of answering the
... (in
fu n d am en tal human
hum an questions
q u e stio n s...(in
the culture becomes actually defined by fundamental
between
Technopoly),the
tie
information
technology, the technology becomes the
severed.”
culture. The roots of Technocracy are seen and human purpose has been severed."
The author shows, quite convincingly,
in the west in three great inventions of the
how the technology modern
modem medicine and
medieval world. To quote Postman,
emconcep the technology of language, with its em
"“......the
the clock which provided a new conception of time; the printing press, with its ployment by the computer technophiles of
intro
movable type, which attacked the episte- the machine world, have invisibly introtele- duced the Brave New World where we
mology of the oral tradition; and the tele
scope which attacked the fundamental asas have indeed loved ourselves to our own
destruction.
Christendom).”
sumptions of (Medieval Christendom)."
While most of this may sound like the
Postman then credits Francis Bacon as
ram blings of
o f a one- eyed
techno paranoid ramblings
the first significant figure in the techno-

technophobe, I think that charge is unwarunwar
ranted. Professor Postman readily acknowlacknowl
edges the benefits of technology. He howhow
us with the demeanor of an
ever, warns U$
alarmist, that technology is not without its
negative effects of world-view transfortransfor
mation. He exhibits many common grace
insights in his perspective of the problems
that face humanity in an age in which,
.. .information appears indiscriminately,
"“...information
enor
directed at no one in particular, in enormous volume and at high speeds, discondiscon
purpose."
nected from theory, meaning or purpose.”
Of the five Postman books I have read,
all offer a resolution in the conclusion. In
the last chapter, "The
“The Loving Resistance
Fighter,” we are urged to beware of the
Fighter,"
ease in which we are shaped and molded by
Technopoly. An excellent caveat indeed.
The author knowing where the real mission
educa
field exists, goes on to propose an educational curriculum consisting of semantics,
art, classics, and religion; all taught from
the historical perspective noting the ideoideo
logical changes within each discipline. He
then says history should be taught sepasepa
rately and should primarily concern itself
with meta-historical and historiographical
issues.
While Postman has an overt Humanist
slant on these proposals, exhibiting a
Rogersian motivation for learning, the curcur
riculum proposal is not too shabby. Putting
with
aside the fact that his ideas are made without a sufficient basis, almost self-admittedly constructed in a vacuum, comparacompara
tively his proposals demonstrate, in my
opinion, unsurpassed intellectual honesty
in his field.
Postman's ability to present a critique is
Postman’s
brilliant, lucid and unique in that he goes
beyond McLuhan in brilliance and passes
Bloom in relevance. The flaws of this book
are outshone by the stringent evaluation of
the American Technopoly. I heartily recrec
ommend this book to anyone who desires
to be well informed of the subtle ways in
which the machine.
machine culture alters our view
of the world around us.

F
ai th consists of belief, commitment, and knowledge
Faith
By Greg Baus
Staff Writer
Several issues ago, I suggested that a
‘sanctification in the ChrisChris
confusion about 'sanctification
tian life'
life’ existed at Covenant and that this
confusion was a root
problem; one source of
our
o u r difficulties.
d iffic u ltie s. I
would like to address
this matter again in
light of Matt Vasta's
Vasta’s
recent letter to the ediedi
tor concerning that article. I appreciate
Matt's
M att’s response because I think what he
"heard me saying" is what many others
hear. I want to be as clear as possible about
what I mean.
I wrote that, assuming sanctification is a
work of the Holy Spirit, knowledge and
faith is the channel that the Spirit uses 'to
‘to
sanctify’. The question was then raised:
sanctify'.
“What is faith?"
faith?” Matt claimed that HeHe
"What
11:11 defines faith quite clearly. His
brews 11:
view is that this verse shows that faith is
“the bridge from the mind to the heart.”
"the
heart." If
by this Matt means a connection between
the thoughts and feelings, I must disagree.
I maintain that faith is "trusting
“trusting what you
‘know about';
about’; believing what you've
you’ve
'know
heard."
heard.”
signifi
I do not deny the existence and signifi‘emotive’ aspect of our being
cance of the 'emotive'

or its relationship to the other aspects.
However,/a/r/z
toe/fconsists
things:
However.faith itself
consists of three things:
1) an awareness or knowledge of the claim,
2) a belief or assent that the claim is indeed
true; a fact, and 3) a commitment to or trust
in what is being claimed.
The fact that "knowledge
“knowledge is a necessary
condition for faith"
faith” does not mean that
“faith is solely dependent upon knowl
knowl"faith
edge,” neither does it imply that a greater
edge,"
capacity for knowledge entails a greater
capacity for faith.
There is no need to strike some moderate
"balance"
“balance” between what one knows and
how one feels to achieve faith. The Holy
Spirit gives to child and professor alike the
God’s Word and to hear it in
ability to hear God's
faith. Of course it is quite possible for
someone to hear and 'know'
‘know’ tons about the
Bible and that would not necessitate them
having faith. But faith is a gift that comes
through knowledge of
o f the Word by the
Spirit (see Rom. 10:14).
I also wrote that the way of sanctification
living
ving is the samefaith which
and Christian Ii
lays hold of our justification. In opposition
10:10
“for it is
to this, Matt quotes Romans 10:
10 "for
with your heart you believe and are justi
justified.” Itis
It is Matt's
Matt’s view that 'heart'
‘heart’ refers to
fied."
“both knowledge and the seat of emoemo
"both
tions,”
“both types of
tions," he also claimed that "both
nec
reactions [thoughts and feelings] are necoccur.”
essary for justification to occur."

I must disagree with this also. It is true
that through faith (which, to reiterate, is not
a reaction halfway between thinking and
one’s justification becomes 'ef‘ef
feeling) one's
fectual’ in one's
one’s experience. However, it is
fectual'
under
not true that faith, even an accurate understanding of it, is necessary for justification
Cat
to occur. Question 73 of the Larger Catechism addresses this very thing. "Faith
“Faith
justifies sinners in the sight of God, not
because of those other graces which do
always accompany it, orof
or of good works that
are the fruits of it, nor as if the grace offaith,
of faith,
or any act thereof, were imputed to them
for their justification; but only as it is an
instrument by which they receive and apply
Christ and His righteousness."
righteousness.”
This is to say that nothing at all on
On our
part, not even faith, is necessary for justifi
justifi“an act of
cation to occur. Justification is "an
God"
God” in which He declares us righteous.
This was accomplished in Jesus; it ococ
curred completely outside any reactions of
ours whatsoever. The analogy of 'sitting
‘sitting
chair’ may be used. To be held above
on a chair'
the floor, a chair must hold you up. Of
course you must sit on the chair. But it is
not your act of sitting that holds you up; it
is the force of the chair. Sitting is not
necessary for 'holding
‘holding up'
up’ to occur, a chair
is. If a chair is not holding you up, then
sitting is useless.
advo
In saying all this, I am not directly advo-

cating a "more
“more educated approach to life."
life.”
eating
con
But rather my point is that we must conceive of sanctification and the Christian
life correctly. The way that we conceive of
this, and spirituality altogether, drastically
influences what we are as a college. For
instance, if we conceive of things the way
Matt suggests we do, and are consistent
with that conception, then Covenant should
not declare as one of their purposes to
merely have a "biblical
“biblical reference"
reference” concon
defi
cerning our studies. This would be deficient and one-sided. We would need to
develop a dispositional reference as well,
“How exactly
asking that crucial question: "How
do I feel at this moment about discussing
Kant in Cultural Heritage of the West? I
mean, does it excite me or make me feel
good?” And if we answer this question
good?"
negatively, the drastic consequence is that
we have then failed to properly integrate
our faith and life as students and teachers.
concep
This would be consistent with the conception that many here advocate, but it is
absurd. We may very well make reference
to our disposition; feelings; sentiment;
emotions in the course of our studies. HowHow
ever, we can and must integrate a true faith
in o·ur
our academics regardless of how we are
feeling, lest we fail to understand our sancsanc
tification and what it means to be a college.
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Lady Scots dominate Bryan soccer tourname
tournament
nt
By Karissa Case
Staff Writer

,,

l

In a stupendous sh<fwing~therwomen'
showing; the women’ss
soccer team posted a.(UJtcrutn'anfentirecord
a 6-0 tournament record
and grabbed a tournament title at the Bryan
College six-a-side soccer exhibition on
Saturday, April 9.
Covenant was led by sophomore Martha
Kickasola who scored a total of 11 goals
during the day. Sophomore Alison Rump
also contributed greatly with 11 assists and
one goal. Freshman Chandra Solle
Soll6 scored
three goals and freshman Lisa Mortellaro
added orie
one of her own to round out the
scoring. The defensive effort was led by
the aggressive skill of junior sweeper Jen
Jennifer Daniels.
Daniels.
Covenant opened up the day facing Lee
1

team

College, who was playing without their
seniors. The two teams had met two weeks
prior in the semi-finals of the Lee College
sil{-a-side·toumament,
sijc-a-side tournament, where Lee was
Was the
victor-in
victor in a 1-0 game. But this time, CovCov
enant dominated from the very beginning
and never let up as the Lady Scots went on
to win 2-1. Kickasola scored both goals.
goals.
The next opponent, Middle Tennessee
State University, struggled to keep up with
the fast-paced game that Covenant was
playing. In the 3-0 shutout, Solle and
Kickasola dominated the offensive net.
In the last game of the pre-playoff play,
Covenant met UTC. The Lady Scots had
never beaten UTC, who was favored to win
the tournament, in an outdoor match. CovCov
enant, however, played a great game and
pulled out a 3-2 win. The defensive trio of

Daniels, freshman Katie Hohenberger and
junior Charlotte Collison played an excel
excellent game as they effectively shut down the
ofUTC.
offensive unit of
UTC. Goal keeper Karissa
Karissa.
job for the defensive
Case also did her job
front. On the offensive end, Kickasola
scored a hat trick, including a header off a
throw-in.
Solle throw-in.
The Lady Scots entered the play-off
round as the top seed, and faced opponent
Bryan College in their first match. In an
offensively dominated game, Kickasola
Solle and Rump
scored two goals, while Soll6
two. The Cov
combined to add the other two.
Covenant defensive unit definitely shut down
the home team as Bryan was confined to
only two shots on goal.
The Lady Scots were then slated to play
semi-final opponent Lee College. But,

feigning exhaustion and previous time comcom
mitments, the Lady Flames forfeited and
home, giving Covenant a bye to the
went home,
finals.
finals.
The women met UTC again in the fifi
Moes had just played oppo
nals. The Lady Mocs
opponent MTSU, and came into the finals ex
exhausted. The Lady Scots proved to be in
hausted.
better physical and mental shape as they
stepped up to the challenge and thoroughly
thorough) y
dominated in the 4-2 win.
win. Mortellaro scored
on a point-blank shot and Soll6
Solle added her
Kickasola' s two goals.
third to contribute to Kickasola’s
The Bryan tournament was the first tour
tournament win for the Lady Scots.
Scots. On March
26, the women played in the Lee six-a-side
tournament, placing third.

Covenant 01en
or01ance at Berry
men give respectabl
respectablee perf
performance
By Ike Reeder
Staff Writer
Two out ooff the three Covenant teams
advanced as far as the quarterfinals in the
annual Berry six-a-side soccer tournament
Saturday afternoon on April 15.
The three teams were two varsity teams
and one team made up of seniors
seniors... One of
the varsity teams played Mercer college in
the quarterfinals, the number two seed in
the tournament, losing 2-0; and the senior
team played Berry College in one of the
other quarterfinals, losing 2-0. The other
varsity team was knocked out in the second
round against University of Alabama at
Huntsville 4-3.

In the opening round robin play the varvar
sity team, comprised mainly of the starting
eleven, had a record of 1-1-1
1-1-1.. They lost to
Southern Alabama (the number one seed in
the tournament), beat Oglethorpe 6-1, and
tied Berry College ·2-2,
2-2, losing goalkeeper
Ike Reeder to tom
torn ligaments in his knee
while saving a shot on goal in the opening
minutes.
Sweeper Ted Sinn stepped in as keeper.
The Scots then came back to score two
goals for the tie. The Scots fell to UAH 43 in the second round. Erik McDaniel led
the Scots team with six goals total for the
tourney.
The other Scots varsity team gave the
strongest showing. Led by senior forward

Scott Davenport, senior midfielder David
Rose, sophomore goalkeeper JoshLeonard,
Josh Leonard,
and freshman back Ben Smith; the Scots
played a level ooff soccer higher than ex
expected going into the tournament and went
farther than anyone expected.
After giving a decent showing in the
round robin play, they beat Georgia SouthSouth
ern 2-0 in the second round.
round. Davenport
scored two spectacular goals and Leonard
had several heart-stopping saves to pre
preserve the shutout. They then fell to Mercer
2- 0 .
2-0.
The senior team started out poorly, but
came back to finish strong. The highlight
of their tournament was the second round
match against Emory. After falling behind

3-1, they came back to win 4-3 behind the
play ooff form
former
All-American
er A
ll-A m erican Jam
es
James
Vansteenburg. VanSteenburg
Vansteenburg had one goal
VanSteenburg.
Emory's keeper, a sec
off a rebound from Emory’s
second on his own, assisted Adam Neder on
All-Amerithe third, and assisted former All-Ameri
can Aaron Clark on the fourth.
fourth. The Cov
Covenant seniors team then went on to lose to
Berry 2-0 despite a strong effort and sev
several close chances on goal.
The Scots next game is Saturday, April
23, when they will travel down to Univer
University of Alabama at Birmingham to play and
watch VanSteenburg play in the national
senior bowl, for which he was selected.
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Covenant leaves NCCAA
be going out and spending a lot of school
money.
"The
“The biggest plus was the national tourtour
"Beginning
“Beginning in the academic year 1994- nament, because of the experience it gave
1995, Covenant College will discontinue the athletes. But the money could be better
dual affiliation (NCCAA and NAIA) and used in other learning/growing areas."
areas.”
commit only to the NAIA."
NAIA.”
Women's basketball coach Tami Smialek
Women’s
The Faculty Athletic Committee unaniunani thinks the experience is a valuable one: "I
“I
mously
m
ously approved this motion
m o tio n from . understand the decision, but I lean towards
Covenant'
Covenant’ss six athletic coaches on April giving the student-athlete as many opporoppor
possible."
13. Covenant will leave the NCCAA (Na(Na tunities as possible.”
Because of the lower standards, players
tional Christian College Athletic AssociaAssocia
tion) after more than 20 years of
o f membermember are able to achieve such honors as All- ,
ship.
American and All-District in the NCCAA.
com Also, the women have been to two national
Scott Raymond, chairman of the committee, and Brian Crossman,
Grossman, athletic direcdirec tournaments, placing fourth and sixth.
tor and committee member, proposed the
"It
“It means a lot more to the kids who put
IIt's
t’s crunch time in intramural volleyball as playoffs conclude Tuesday night.
motion to the coaches, who agreed to the in the time and effort,"
effort,” Smialek continued.
the programs a transition period to fully
Ken Brooks, head coach of the men's
decision after several meetings.
men’s NAIA tournament anyway.
Given the problems within the associa"We'd
“W e’d rather be of one mind, putting our basketball team, wanted to see change one
associa adjust to the higher level of competition in
coaching resources toward NAIA compe“The NCCAA the NAIA before leaving the NCCAA.
compe way or the other: "I
“I was not satisfied with tion, Taylor concluded, "The
tition. Anytime you've
you’ve been with somesome our attitude toward theNCCAA.
the NCCAA. We needed needs to get their act in gear and provide for Surprisingly, the coaches agreed to go ahead
with the change for next year.
membership."
thing for a long time, the tendency is not to to be more committed to them and be a their membership.”
Raymond acknowledged the advantages
Cross-country head coach David Taylor
move. To change inertia takes more effort viable member. We had to either change
“The experiexperi
is less enthusiastic about the move, but still of remaining in the NCCAA: "The
than to keep it going,"
it.”
going,” said Crossman.
our attitude or get out of it."
The NCCAA is struggling with dwinRaymond and Crossman were concerned
dwin supportive because of the addition of scholschol ence of post-season play is attractive. Also,
the dual-affiliation is good for recruiting
that Covenant's
for next year.
Covenant’s limited athletic resources dling membership and poor organization, arships to the program
program.for
“It will give us less opportunity for postpost purposes.
effectively..Splitting and Brooks saw Covenant as part of the
"It
were not being used effectively._Splitting
“But the change calls all sports to a
"But
season honors because we'll
allegiance between the two organizations problem by not committing.
we’ll lose one very
level of competition and skill, and
higher
We
went
two
years
to
the
"By
putting
all
our
eggs
in
one
basket
we
good
race.
stretched funds and gave the coaches (all
“By
can focus on the NAIA. Now if we don't
don’t NCCAA nationals and we might have gone the institution must support it by giving the
part-time) too much responsibility.
resources.”
make the NAIA tournament, we
wedon’tplay,
’95. But I like this move in the programs the necessary resources."
don't play, again in '95.
In addition to the $700 in dues that are maketheNAIA
post-season
Aside from the diminished post-season·
player's sense that it gives us the challenge to step
paid each year to the NCCAA, three to five so I can see the benefits from the player’s
post standpoint in remaining in the NCCAA. our program up. Now that we have scholthousand dollars is spent on each postschol travel, leaving the NCCAA has little other
season appearance by an athletic team. The But this will be better in the long run for the arships, hopefully within a few years we practical implications. For the most part,
men’s bas
bascan compete at the NAIA national level. scheduling will not change for men's
school.”
tourna school."
NCCAA has lower standards for tournacross-coun
ment qualification than the NAIA, so most
Volleyball coach Darrell Taylor supWe'll
sup W
e’ll work within our limits, do our best, ketball, volleyball, soccer, or cross-country, except that some of the weaker oppooppo
post-season play is in the NCCAA.
ported the move because the NCCAA and see what happens.”
happens."
women’s basbas
With the reservation expressed by some nents will be dropped. The women's
doesn’t provide any benefit for his team.
Crossman does not feel these standards doesn't
pro
are high enough to warrant spending that There are only three or four NCCAA teams of the coaches, especially !3rooks
Brooks and ketball schedule will be freed a little, proDivi .
much money: "We're
“W e’re trying to save the in the district, all of whom are very strong. Smialek, Raymond approached them a viding the opportunity to play NAIA Divischool money by spending it in the right Post-season competition is very tough in week later with a proposal to phase in the sion I teams without exceeding the 32
re not excelling, you shouldn't
way. If you'
you’re
shouldn’t the NCCAA, and Covenant plays in the change over three years. This would give game limit.
By Joe Kaufmann
K aufm ann
Staff Writer
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WE'LL PAY
YOU TO HAVE
EXCITING
WEEKENDS.
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T he Anny
Army Reserve will give
The
you weekend excitement
excitem ent like
you've
you’ve never had before, and you
m ore than $16,750
can earn more
while you’re
you're enjoying yourself
enlistm ent
during a standard enlistment.
i t On a part-time
Think about it
basis, usually one weekend a
w eeks’Annual
month plus two weeks'
Training, you could earn good
pay, have a good time, make
good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and
g et money for
opportunities to get
education.
You’ll
You 11 also be getting handson training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime.
T he Anny
Army Reserve knows
The
how to make weekends
w eekends interinter
esting. Are you interested?

it
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

894-9288 or 870-9200
BE ALL YOU CAM
CAN BC
BE.”
HALL

ARMY RESERVE

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
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ROTC that won them over.
over,
Things got pretty competitive for this
Army Rare
job. I'msuremycollegedegreeandgood
I'm sure my college degree and good
You
You can begin to develop impressive
grades kept me in the running. But in frfADERSjgi leadership skills with an Army
ROTC elective. Register now without
the end it was the leadership and man- f r H W Rare
agement experience II got through I N T n obligation.
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